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ABSTRACT 
 

How do popular film cycles reflect, create, and counter the hegemonic culture of their time? This 

project takes up a moment of three overlapping teen horror cycles—erotic thrillers, slashers, and 

supernatural films—all released in the late 1990s United States during the era of abstinence-only 

sex education. Specifically, I ask how these films mediate teen sex and what ideals and values 

inform these cinematic depictions of love and romance. This Foucauldian approach considers not 

only the way these films are liberatory and revelatory in their messaging, especially compared to 

the preceding teen horror of the late 1970s and early 1980s, but also how the messaging is quite 

conservative and concealing. I argue that despite the divergent semantics and intended audiences 

of these subgenres, what a collective study of this moment reveals is U.S. film culture’s anxiety 

with adolescent sexuality, inherent in the films’ overarching pleasure–danger syntax. This 

project is part genre study, part psychoanalytic film criticism, and part revisionist feminist 

history. The overarching narrative in horror studies is that nothing much happens between the 

first slasher cycle and the post-9/11 turn to torture porn. Building on the work of recent scholars, 

this thesis reveals that revisiting the late nineties is crucial because of its relevance to cycle 

studies and its catering to an audience often ignored and marginalized (and perhaps feared) by 

both scholars, the film industry, and structures of US power: that is, adolescent young women. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Urban Legend is not art. But for its teenage audience, it serves the same purpose, which is to 
speed the meeting of like minds. Everybody knows how it works: The guy puts his arm casually 
around his date's shoulders. Onscreen, Natalie/Brenda, etc., goes poking around in the abandoned 
campus building where the massacre took place years ago. The Creep Chord blasts out of the 
Dolby speakers, everyone jumps, and if in the confusion his hand slips south, well, who says 
cable will ever replace the theatrical experience? 

—Roger Ebert, Review of Urban Legends (Jamie Blanks, 1998) 
 

Nothing all that important or good happened for the US horror genre at the turn of the 

millennium, or so the story goes. While David Sanjek decries the period—from around 1996 to 

2002—as reinforcing the hegemonic status quo, Andrew Tudor finds “precious few horror films 

[of the era] with the power to disturb,” and Mark Kermode suggests that “the absence of 

subtextual (or even textual) substance from the post-Scream slashers that enjoyed an ‘ironic’ 

revival in the late 1990s is cause for concern for those who fondly remember a sacred period 

when gore cinema outgrew the cheesy thrills.”1 In the introduction to the edited collection, 

American Horror Film: The Genre at the Turn of the Millennium, Steffen Hantke characterizes 

                                                        
1 David Sanjek, “Same as It Ever Was: Innovation and Exhaustion in the Horror and Science 

Fiction Films of the 1990s,” in Film Genre 2000: New Critical Essays, ed. Wheeler Winston 

Dixon (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2000), 111–123; Andrew Tudor, “From 

Paranoia to Postmodernism? The Horror Movie in Late Modern Society,” in Genre and 

Contemporary Hollywood, ed. Steve Neale (London: British Film Institute, 2002), 105–116; 

Mark Kermode, “What a Carve Up,” Sight and Sound; London 13, no. 12 (December 2003): 12–

16. 
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these fannish, scholarly dismissals of the period as embracing a “rhetoric of crisis.”2  Critical 

dismissals emphasize an agreed upon canon and the fact that the “post-Scream” blockbuster 

films sound the death knell for “real” horror. 

However, as Pamela Craig and Martin Fradley have noted, a number of these dismissals 

reveal a latent misogyny in the critics.3 For example, in his analysis of the period’s failings, 

Wheeler Winston Dixon writes,  

Today’s genre films are really serials, in which formulaic thrills and entertainment are 

dispensed in two-hour bursts, with the promise of more to come held out in the final 

scenes of each episode. Tangentially, it is no surprise that the major television networks 

are increasingly targeting teenage women as a major portion of their audiences for 

daytime soap operas. As with film sequels, it is the seriality of the daytime soap opera, 

the mixture of the familiar with a slight plot twist to keep the narrative from becoming 

too predictable, that draws in younger audiences.4 

                                                        
2 Steffen Hantke, ed., Horror Film: Creating and Marketing Fear (Jackson: University Press of 

Mississippi, 2004), vii. 

3 Pamela Craig and Martin Fradley, “Teenage Traumata: Youth, Affective Politics, and the 

Contemporary American Horror Film,” in American Horror Film: The Genre at the Turn of the 

Millennium, by Steffen Hantke (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 2010), 81. 

4 Wheeler Winston Dixon, “‘Fighting and Violence and Everything That’s Always Cool’: Teen 

Films in the 1990s,” in Film Genre 2000: New Critical Essays, ed. Wheeler Winston Dixon, The 

SUNY Series, Cultural Studies in Cinema/Video (Albany: State University of New York Press, 

2000), 131. 
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Dixon’s polemic emphasizes the feminization as well as the juvenilization of horror.  His anxiety 

centers on the influence that adolescent women’s tastes might have on the horror genre. While 

his argument mischaracterizes the teen television serials that attracted a young female 

demographic as “daytime soap operas,” his argument (perhaps inadvertantly) underscores a 

crucial pragmatic decision that drove a cycle of teen horror film, beginning with 1996’s release 

of The Craft (Andrew Fleming) and Scream (Wes Craven).5 The cycle was born out of 

Hollywood’s, led by Disney Miramax’s Dimension Films’, business-minded decision to 

capitalize on upper-middle-class teenage women, a demographic that by the mid-1990s 

represented a large market share of America’s buying power, with an average disposable income 

of $103 per week.6 

                                                        
5 Beginning with Beverly Hills, 90210 (Fox, 1990–2000), the era’s teen serials took on a number 

of confusing, frightening, and often controversial issues affecting young adults. From family 

dramas Party of Five (Fox, 1994–2000) and 7th Heaven (The WB, 1997–2007), to school-

centered melodramas My So-Called Life (ABC, 1994–1995) and Felicity (The WB, 1998–2002), 

to supernatural romances Buffy the Vampire Slayer (WB, 1996–2003) and Roswell (The WB, 

1999–2002), televised young characters face challenges associated with coming of age in 

America, such as acceptance, peer pressure, drug use, friendship, love, and sex. These programs 

typically aired on weeknights, between 8–10pm. 

6 “Girl Power; Ultimate Theaters; Concession Stand Calories,” CNN Newstand: CNN and 

Entertainment Weekly (CNN, July 9, 1998); Martin Grove, “Teen Girls in Clutches of Today’s 

Horror Films,” The Hollywood Reporter, August 5, 1998; Monica Roman, “Genre Pix Give 

Miramax an Added Dimension,” Variety, January 20, 1997.  
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The project of this thesis to understand the cycle of studio horror films from the mid-

1990s through the early 2000s not for what it fails to offer, but for what it does offer, with close 

attention to both the films as well as the historical moment and industrial conditions in which 

they were produced, released, and screened. After a survey of more than sixty-five films, I agree 

with Craig and Fradley’s assessment that the neoslasher is the central cycle of teen horror in the 

mid-1990s.7 However, two relatively concurrent cycles—erotic thrillers and supernatural films—

simultaneously attempted to capitalize on teen moviegoers. Together, these three overlapping 

cycles represent a hybridized generic moment in which melodrama and horror merge with an 

intense emphasis on romance and sexual relationships. In the following three chapters, I examine 

the unique situation of each cycle with an emphasis on the cycles’ projects in terms of teenage 

women. This argument reveals a curious instance of generic development that attempted to both 

profit off of a “girl power” generation and also regulate female adolescent sexuality.  

While Craig and Fradley gesture toward this reading, their definition of the teen horror at 

the turn of the millennium casts too loose a picture of the period. For example, in their 

conversation they include Dimension Film’s Scream (Wes Craven, 1996), the Canadian cult film 

Ginger Snaps (John Fawcett, 2000), independent films such as Elephant (Gus Van Sant, 2003), 

remakes including The Texas Chainsaw Massacre (Michael Bay, 2003), and the post-9/11 torture 

porn films such as Hostel (Eli Roth, 2006). I do, however, share David Roche’s frustration at 

their methodology; “they list films they like without explaining why,” Roche writes.8 While an 

                                                        
7 Craig and Fradley, “Teenage Traumata: Youth, Affective Politics, and the Contemporary 

American Horror Film,” 80. 

8 David Roche, Making and Remaking Horror in the 1970s and 2000s: Why Don’t They Do It 

like They Used To? (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 2014), 5. 
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inclusive list like the one they provide is beneficial to their argument, it leaves us with questions 

about the specific historic and industrial implications of this collection of films as a cycle.  

While there are many potential approaches to genre study, this project uses Rick 

Altman’s conception of a “ritual/ideological fit” as its theoretical frame. The ritual approach 

suggests that audiences control what films are being produced: “by choosing the films it would 

patronize the audience revealed its preferences and its beliefs, thus inducing the Hollywood 

studios to produce films reflecting its desires.”9 The ideological approach demonstrates that 

Hollywood indoctrinates audiences into certain belief patterns. The ritual versus ideological 

debate is part of, Altman argues, the semantic versus syntactic one.  A film genre’s semantics are 

its outwardly apparent common traits, such as “attitudes, characters, shots, locations, sets, and 

the like,” while the syntactics are the “constitutive relationships between undesignated and 

variable placeholders.”10 Altman suggests that genres typically develop from semantic into 

syntactic paradigms through a process of ritual/ideological fit.11 The relationship between the 

syntactics and semantics in film genre is a site of negotiation between Hollywood and its 

audience, between ritual and ideology. With studios attempts to cater to a new audience 

demographic, teen horror at the turn of the millennium is often inconsistent and confusing; rather 

than dismiss or deride the confusion, however, I suggest that the confusion—specifically in 

terms of the films’ depiction of sex and gender—furthers our understanding of cycles as a 

negotiation process, where audience and studio demands, among innumerable other factors such 

                                                        
9 Rick Altman, Film / Genre (British Film Institute, 1998), 218. 

10 Rick Altman, “A Semantic/Syntactic Approach to Film Genre,” Cinema Journal 23, no. 3 

(Spring 1984): 10. 

11 Altman, Film / Genre, 223. 
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as legislative, industrial, and social development simultaneously work to create a generic 

formula.  

Cycles differ from genres in their longevity. Amanda Klein argues that while genres 

evolve over a lengthy period of time, cycles are short lived: “there is an instant attraction—

represented in concrete terms by box-office dollars, media buzz, or, less frequently, critical 

success—that leads to the creation of a cycle.”12 Whereas genres prove useful to understanding 

the macro view of pragmatics involved in popular cinema, giving us a “broad, generalized view 

of culture over time,” cycles provide a micro view, offering “small, detailed snapshots of that 

culture at a single moment.”13 Klein, adding to work on genre by Altman and Steven Neale, 

characterizes film cycles’ development as a pragmatic, negotiated process; when a successful 

originary film is created, filmmakers attempt to recreate that film over and over again. Yet 

Klein’s description of cycle formation as driven by box office receipts and press reviews seems 

to favor cycles as ritual, driven by the public’s desires. A discussion of the teen horror cycle 

complicates this picture, as well as her claim that cycle’s rely on semantics rather than 

syntactics.14 In the case of teen horror of the late 1990s, the semantics shift while the overall 

syntax stabilizes. Whether the film features a werewolf, serial killer, or femme fatale, teen horror 

at the turn of the millennium is repeatedly structured via a sex–danger syntax: A teenage girl’s 

sexuality is something to be feared, something that places her in danger, and something that must 

be overcome or contained. 

                                                        
12 Amanda Ann Klein, American Film Cycles: Reframing Genres, Screening Social Problems, 

and Defining Subcultures, 1st ed (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2011), 11. 

13 Klein, 19. 

14 Klein, 16. 
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Film cycles create and are created by the social milieu in which they form. The Craft and 

Scream were released on May 3, 1996 and December 20, 1996, marking the beginning of the two 

clearest turn-of-the-millennium teen horror cycles, supernatural films and neoslashers. On 

August 22, 1996—nearly halfway between the release of both films—President Clinton signed 

The Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996, known 

colloquially as 1996 Welfare Reform. Among other things, the act did away with what little 

comprehensive sex education existed in the United States by including Section 510 of Title V, 

which ushered in an era of federally funded, abstinence-only sex-education programs.15 The 

programs were purported as the federal government’s response to increased rates of human 

immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection, sexually transmitted diseases (STDs), and steady teen 

pregnancy rates.16 Rather than focus on the prevention of negative secondary effects, however, 

the programs promoted postponing sexual intercourse as a lifestyle choice—“a mutually 

monogamous relationship in the context of marriage is the expected standard”—and declared 

that abstinence was “the only certain way to avoid out-of-wedlock pregnancy, sexually 

transmitted diseases, and other associated health problems.”17 Abstinence programs gave little to 

no instruction regarding sexually transmitted disease prevention, abortion, pleasure, 

                                                        
15 Amy Bleakley, Michael Hennessy, and Martin Fishbein, “Public Opinion on Sex Education in 

US Schools,” Archives of Pediatrics & Adolescent Medicine 160, no. 11 (November 1, 2006): 

1152, https://doi.org/10.1001/archpedi.160.11.1151. 

16 Bleakley, Hennessy, and Fishbein, 1151. 

17 Social Security Administration, “Social Security Act: Separate Program for Abstinence 

Education,” 42 U.S.C. 710 § 510 (1996). 
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masturbation, or sexuality.18 These programs also greatly exaggerated emotional distress and 

other risks associated with sex.19 For example, the Medical Institute for Sexual Health, a 

conservative organization that published sex-education guidelines, called for instruction on 

condom failure rates without instructions on correct use of contraception and listed several 

unsubstantiated claims, such as adolescents “who do not engage in premature sexual activity 

have the lowest rate of serious emotional problems.”20  

While abstinence-only sex education is the primary legislation affecting the demographic 

that studios were targeting during the period, there were other significant concomitant events 

regarding sex and gender. Just weeks after the passing of Welfare Reform, the president signed 

The Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA) on September 10, 1996, rendering gay marriage illegal 

under federal law.21 HIV/AIDS survival was made possible by the introduction of antiretroviral 

therapy in 1995–1996, which begun HIV’s gradual evolution from a rapidly fatal to chronic 

                                                        
18 Marjorie Heins, Not in Front of the Children: “Indecency,” Censorship and the Innocence of 

Youth (New York: Hill and Wang, 2002), 142, https://archive.org/details/isbn_9780809073993; 

Chris Collins, “Do As I Say . . . Should We Teach Only Abstinence in Sex Education?” (San 

Francisco: Center for AIDS Prevention Studies, 1997), 3. 

19 Heins, Not in Front of the Children, 142; Bleakley, Hennessy, and Fishbein, “Public Opinion 

on Sex Education in US Schools,” 1152. 

20 Collins, “Do As I Say . . . Should We Teach Only Abstinence in Sex Education?,” 12. 

21 “Defense of Marriage Act,” 1 U.S.C § 7 (1996). 
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condition.22 AIDS-related deaths began to significantly decline for the first time since reporting 

began in 1983; in New York City, death rates decreased by 30 percent, from 70,46 in 1995 to 

4,944 in 1996.23 Additionally, the period is marked by increased protection for women seeking 

abortions as well as increased violence at abortion clinics. On January 17, 1997, two bombs 

exploded just an hour apart, injuring six people at an Atlanta abortion clinic; on February 19, 

1997, Schenck v. Pro-Choice Network of Western New York, the Supreme Court ruled that a 

fixed buffer zone that prohibited demonstrations within fifteen feet of abortion clinic entrances 

was permitted under the First Amendment.24 I list these events not to suggest linear causality, but 

rather to offer something of the structure of feeling at the time these cycles began to form. 

Reading teen horror of the late 1990s alongside abstinence-only sex education and its 

broader context serves to further our understanding of the timeliness of cycles but it also 

interrogates, in the words of Adrienne Rich, “the covert socializations and the overt forces which 

                                                        
22 Lucia Palmisano and Stefano Vella, “A Brief History of Antiretroviral Therapy of HIV 

Infection: Success and Challenges,” HIV Therapy Today 47, no. 1 (2011): 44–48, 

https://doi.org/10.4415/ANN_11_01_10. 

23 “AIDS; Global Number of New and Total HIV Infections for Children and Adults, and Deaths 

from AIDS in 1996,” Medical and Healthcare Marketplace Guide, January 1997. 

24 Rick Bragg, “2 Bomb Blasts Rock Abortion Clinic at Atlanta; 6 Are Injured,” The New York 

Times, January 17, 1997, sec. U.S., https://www.nytimes.com/1997/01/17/us/2-bomb-blasts-

rock-abortion-clinic-at-atlanta-6-are-injured.html; Schenck et al. v. Pro Choice Network of 

Western New York Et Al., U.S. (U.S. Supreme Court 1997). 
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have channeled women into marriage and heterosexual romance.”25 An interrogation of the 

erotic thrillers in Chapter One reveals how one cycle failed to fully coalesce into a stable 

formula, and over its course offered films that both invited and resisted feminist resistant 

readings for adolescent female viewers. In Chapter Two, I review how the neoslasher cycle’s 

employment of an exclusively heterosexual romance–horror double plot both acknowledges 

female fears of misogyny and abuse in heterosexual system, while also depicting that system as 

compulsory and inescapable. However, a queer reading of the supernatural cycle in Chapter 

Three offers an escape from the inevitability of heterosexual socialization, via the monstrous-

feminine. Together, this study demonstrates how film cycles navigate and are navigated by a 

myriad, complex web of events and actors, including studio desires for financial gain, presumed 

audience desires for liberatory messaging, and conservative desires to regulate adolescent 

sexuality.  

This thesis is part feminist film history, part genre study, and part cultural study of the 

United States film production at this specific moment, between the conservative legislation of 

Welfare Reform and DOMA and the increase in gun violence in schools, culminating in the 

Columbine High School Massacre (April 20, 1999). For a moment, Columbine relocated 

conservative American anxieties surrounding media effects away from sex and toward violence. 

The teen erotic thriller O was originally scheduled to debut in 1999, but after the school 

shootings its original distributer Miramax dropped it “because it feared the gun violence in ''O'' 

                                                        
25 Adrienne Rich, “Compulsory Heterosexuality and Lesbian Existence,” Signs: Journal of 

Women in Culture and Society 5, no. 4 (July 1980): 636, https://doi.org/10.1086/493756. 
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might incite copycat gunplay.”26 The film was resold to Lionsgate, who tied it to the cycle of 

Shakespeare-for-teens adaptations, including 10 Things I Hate About You (Gil Junger, 1999) 

which also starred Julia Stiles. Teen sex became the subject of comedies, such as Can’t Hardly 

Wait (Deborah Kaplan and Harry Elfont, 1998), She’s All That (Robert Iscove, 1999), Drive Me 

Crazy (John Schultz, 1999), American Pie (Paul Weitz and Cris Weitz, 1999) and Road Trip 

(Todd Phillips, 2000). And as the fans and actors of the Scream generation aged, the cycle had 

all but dissipated by 2002. 

                                                        
26 Elvis Mitchell, “FILM REVIEW; The Moor Shoots Hoops,” The New York Times, August 31, 

2001, sec. Movies, https://www.nytimes.com/2001/08/31/movies/film-review-the-moor-shoots-

hoops.html. 
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CHAPTER ONE: 
LOOKING AT AND AS A TEENAGE GIRL:  

RESISTING THE REGULATION OF THE TEEN EROTIC THRILLER CYCLE 
 
“God forbid I exude confidence and enjoy sex.” 

—Kathryn Merteuil in Cruel Intentions (Roger Kumble, 1996) 
 

The late 1980s to mid 1990s was the heyday of the erotic thriller, a genre that elicits 

anticipation and anxiety through suspense (i.e., a thriller) alongside a sexy and arousing (i.e., 

erotic) storyline. In the first monograph that fully interrogates these films’ role in contemporary 

cinema, Linda Ruth Williams defines erotic thrillers as “noirish stories of sexual intrigue 

incorporating some form of criminality or duplicity, often as a flimsy framework for on-screen 

softcore sex.”1 Williams suggests that softcore—that is, simulated—sex scenes became 

mainstream with Hollywood films such as 1986’s 9 ½ Weeks and 1987’s Fatal Attraction, both 

directed by Adrian Lyne, which grossed $100 and $156 million at the box office, respectively.2 

More blockbuster erotic thrillers followed, including Basic Instinct (Paul Verhoeven, 1992) and 

Indecent Proposal (Adrian Lyne, 1993). Each of these films plays with the tension between 

sexual pleasure and the danger of that pleasure, between maintaining heterosexual normativity 

and breaking away from it.3 Although many of the semantics of erotic thrillers vary—from 

bunny boiling to ice picks—Williams argues that one consistent hallmark of the genre is its 

“adults-only” status; these films were marketed toward adults, primarily followed adult 

                                                        
1 Linda Ruth Williams, The Erotic Thriller in Contemporary Cinema (Edinburgh: Edinburgh 

University Press, 2005), 1. Emphasis in original. 

2 See Box Office Mojo (https://www.boxofficemojo.com) for all box office dollar amounts. 

3 Nina K. Martin, Sexy Thrills: Undressing the Erotic Thriller (Urbana: University of Illinois 

Press, 2007), 13. 
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characters, and recalled adult film via their mise-en-scène. 4 However, the adults-only label 

elides the role of teenage women in the genre. Beginning with the incorporation of a teenage 

femme fatale in 1992’s Poison Ivy (Katt Shea), the eroticized adolescent female body becomes a 

recurring trope of erotic thrillers.  

The teen erotic thriller primarily positions young women in two character roles: femme 

fatale or the bad-yet-good girl. Andrew Dickos, citing a review of film noir criticism, defines the 

femme fatale as a woman motivated by “a lust for exciting sex, a desire for wealth and the power 

it brings, and a need to control everything and everyone around her.”5 She “disorient[s] the male 

object” and thus she must be punished for her crimes, either killed, mortally injured, or 

incarcerated.6 Her overtly sexualized body is her weapon, recalling the vagina dentata; a fear of 

her castrating potential follows from her image.7 For example, in 1993’s The Crush (Alan 

                                                        
4 As Linda Ruth Williams notes, the exclusion of children was part of the erotic thriller’s allure 

(23). Of course, this does not mean that children and teens were completely restricted from 

seeing the films. Theaters nor video rental stores rigorously checked IDs until 1999. See, for 

example, David E. Rosenbaum, “Theaters Will Ask to See Photo IDs for R-Rated Films,” New 

York Times, June 9, 1999, https://www.nytimes.com/1999/06/09/us/theaters-will-ask-to-see-

photo-id-s-for-r-rated-films.html. 

5 Andrew Dickos, Street with No Name: A History of the Classic American Film Noir (University 

Press of Kentucky, 2013), 162.  

6 Dickos, 156, 162. 

7 Myths incorporating the vagina dentata—literally “toothed vagina”—concern a woman whose 

vagina can castrate the penises of her lovers. See Barbara Creed, The Monstrous-Feminine: Film, 

Feminism, Psychoanalysis, 1 edition (London: Routledge, 1993), 107; Kate Stables, “The 
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Shapiro), fourteen-year-old Adrian (played by a sixteen-year-old Alicia Silverstone) lounges by 

the pool while her parents’ tenant, Nick, watches her. The spectator remains in Nick’s point of 

view as her body draws him into an illicit intergenerational attraction; we watch from his 

window as the camera pans up the bikini-clad girl’s legs, over her breasts. Rather than blaming 

the adult male for objectifying the adolescent body, the plot blames and subsequently punishes 

the teenage femme fatale. It is her “crushes,” Nick’s investigation reveals, that develop into 

deadly obsessions with adult men. In addition to Poison Ivy and The Crush, other erotic thrillers 

that incorporated a teenage femme fatale include The Doom Generation (Gregg Araki, 1995), 

Poison Ivy: II (Anne Goresaud, 1996), Poison Ivy: The New Seduction (Kurt Voss, 1997), Wild 

Things (John McNaughton, 1998), Wicked (Michael Steinberg, 1998), Cruel Intentions (Roger 

Kumble, 1999) and its sequels, and Swimfan (John Polson, 2002).8 

The second character role is that of bad-yet-good girl, a young woman marked by her 

transformation across a film. Unlike in The Crush, which excludes us from femme fatale 

Adrian’s point of view, we are allowed to inhabit the bad-yet-good girl’s subjectivity, if only 

temporarily. For example, Fear (James Foley, 1996) follows sixteen-year-old Nicole (Reese 

Witherspoon) as she falls in love with the older David, played by former teen heartthrob Mark 

                                                        
Postmodern Always Rings Twice: Constructing the Femme Fatale in 90s Cinema,” in Women in 

Film Noir, ed. Ann E. Kaplan, Revised edition (London: British Film Institute, 1998), 180; 

Williams, The Erotic Thriller in Contemporary Cinema, 100. 

8 Although Araki’s Doom Generation participates in the semantics and syntax of the erotic 

thriller, it is a very different project, apart from the mainstream popular films discussed in this 

thesis. See, for example, Kylo-Patrick R. Hart, “Auteur/Bricoleur/Provocateur: Gregg Araki and 

Postpunk Style in The Doom Generation,” Journal of Film and Video 55, no. 1 (2003): 30–38. 
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Wahlberg. The camera places us in Nicole’s point of view as she looks at David, authorizing her 

position as subject. When she subsequently experiences sexual pleasure in the film’s infamous 

roller coaster scene, she remains an active subject rather than passive object. Over the duration of 

the ride, David and Nicole together stimulate her clitoris until she orgasms; she is empowered to 

participate in her own pleasure. As Linda Williams notes, filming female pleasure in a way that 

does “not necessarily coincide with those of the male” breaks from a long discursive tradition of 

penetrative sex, particularly dominant in the mid-1990s when Fear premiered.9 This female-

centric climax coupled with the film’s later ambivalent depiction of a penetrative sex scene, in 

which Nicole painfully loses her virginity, argues that female pleasure is not only possible apart 

from phallic sex but more possible.10 However, the film undercuts this potential empowerment 

not only by ultimately revealing David to be psychotic, but also by depicting her father Steven as 

a second subject. His authority returns her to the role of object when, throughout the film, we 

surveille her body through her father Steven’s point of view—that is, the adult male gaze. For 

example, early on the film offers us an eyeline match from Steven, to Nicole’s legs, then back to 

Steven as he looks at his daughter’s “too short” skirt: “It looks like something you wore when 

you were twelve,” Steven says. Later in the film, we’re in his point of view when he finds a 

condom wrapper, evidence that Nicole has lost her virginity. And we witness the film’s 

concluding sequence almost exclusively through his perspective as he tries to protect his 

daughter and home from her psychopathic boyfriend. This spectatorial duality puts us in 

conflicting positions. The film invites us to look at and as Steven’s daughter, who is both an 

                                                        
9 Linda Williams, Screening Sex (Durham: Duke University Press, 2008), 156. 

10 Williams, 176. 
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object for and subject of sexual stimulation; this forces the adult male spectator into an Oedipal 

conflict in which he must recognize his daughter as sexually desirable.11  

In order to overcome this conflict, the film characterizes sex as something to “fear” and 

erases the agency of the teenage female character via the bad-yet-good-girl character role. While 

Nicole begins the film as a rebellious “bad girl”—sexually active, frequently leaving the home, 

distrusting her father—she ends it as a domesticated “good girl”— fleeing sexual activity, 

staying home, fully trusting her father. The film contains Nicole’s sexuality by rendering her 

passive; she is assaulted by her boyfriend, nearly raped by him and his friends, and protected by 

her father. As Linda Ruth Williams notes, sexuality alone is not enough to classify a female 

character as femme fatale; in erotic thrillers, all of the characters are interested in sexual 

pleasure.12 The teenage female character is in a different predicament. While she is able to have 

had sex at some point—which does not condemn her to death, like it might have in the 1970s–

1980s cycle of slasher films—her survival seems dependent on her transformative decision to no 

longer have sex and to return to hegemonic expectations of abstinent adolescent femininity. The 

bad-yet-good girl is was a popular feature of the made-for-television branch of didactic erotic 

thriller, such as She Fought Alone (NBC, 1995), She Cried No (NBC, 1995), and Indecent 

Seduction (CBS, 1996), tellingly retitled For My Daughter’s Honor. She also appears in Wild 

                                                        
11 A bizarrely common Oedipal plot in teen erotic thrillers involves an adolescent girl seducing a 

father (maybe her own, maybe her best friend’s), murdering his wife, and then replacing her role 

as matriarch and mother. See, for example, Poison Ivy (Katt Shea, 1992) and the franchise that 

followed, The Babysitter’s Seduction (David Burton Morris, 1996), and Wicked (Michael 

Steinberg, 1998). 

12 Williams, The Erotic Thriller in Contemporary Cinema, 343. 
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Things, Cruel Intentions, Gossip (Davis Guggenheim, 2000), and “O” (Tim Blake Nelson, 

2001). 

There are a number of other films that make use of these character types and offer dual 

spectatorial positions but that aren’t quite arousing and/or suspenseful enough to classify as 

erotic thrillers, such as The Babysitter (Guy Ferland, 1995), The Babysitter’s Seduction (David 

Burton Morris, 1996), Freeway (Matthew Bright, 1996), The Curve (Dave Rosen, 1998), and 

Teaching Mrs. Tingle (Kevin Williamson, 1999). The categorization difficulty that adheres to 

these films, however, is one consistency of an inconsistent cycle: The teen erotic thriller isn’t 

acknowledged as a cycle, by either popular or academic critics. Andrew Tudor theorized that 

genre is “what we collectively believe it to be”13; by these terms, the teen erotic thriller shouldn’t 

be part of this study. Yet, this forensic project argues that while the the teen erotic thriller is less 

obviously cohesive than other cycles of the period, there are nonetheless significant patterns that 

emerge when investigated as a whole. In addition to the femme fatale and good-yet-bad-girl 

character types, the cycle has a unifying syntax: a teenage girl’s capacity for sexual pleasure and 

desire—particularly outside the confines of heterosexual marriage—is inherently dangerous. Her 

dangerousness might be mediated in relation to the adult male protagonist and vicariously to 

male viewers, or it might be mediated in relation to the teenage female protagonist and 

vicariously to female viewers. A single film might contain both patterns, as Fear does. Or it 

might highlight only the former, as The Crush does. In order that the films might contain her 

erotic dangerousness, the femme fatale is investigated, punished, and entirely contained, while 

the bad-yet-good girl is punished then granted redemption so long as she chooses to conform to 

normative gender expectations.  

                                                        
13 Andrew Tudor, Theories of Film (London: Martin Secker & Warburg Ltd, 1974), 139. 
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This chapter will take up two films toward the end of the period—Wild Things and Cruel 

Intentions—that initiate dual spectatorial positions, incorporate the femme fatale and bad-yet-

good girl character types, and rely on the overarching syntax that links a teenage girl’s sexuality 

to danger. As case studies, these films highlight the messy and unclear discursive messaging that 

was attempting to regulate the bodies of female adolescent women in the late 1990s, a messiness 

that contributes to the categorization difficulty of the cycle. However, the moments of 

incoherence also provide openings for female viewers to resist the conservative messaging that 

adheres to the cycle. In addition to serving as a cycle study, this chapter interrogates how the 

feminist practice of “reading against the grain” might liberate young viewers, the demographic 

that abstinence-only sex education was attempting to contain. Whereas Wild Things highlights 

the ways in which misogynistic projects might foreclose an oppositional reading, Cruel 

Intentions leaves room for a feminist interpretation. 

 

Wild Things’s Foreclosure of Feminist Readings. Wild Things positions the teenage female 

character as sexual object rather than subject, offering up two femme fatales for its viewer’s 

pleasure. Set in a fictitious South Florida town, a male high school counselor Sam is accused of 

rape by two of his students, Kelly and Suzie. Kelly lives in one of the wealthiest neighborhoods, 

whereas Suzie is described as “one little white-trash bitch.” As the story unfolds, we realize that 

both girls are engaged in a sexual relationship with Sam, and the three are working together to 

defraud Kelly’s mother of her money. Meanwhile, Ray leads a police investigation into the three; 

although, ultimately, we learn that he and Sam were in on the scam together. A neo-noir film, 

Wild Things combines a narrative of greed, femme fatales, and investigation with the spectacle of 

the young female body. As Tricia Jenkins notes, the depiction of the young women recalls Laura 

Mulvey’s description of the male gaze, in which women’s “traditional exhibitionist role” allows 
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them to be “simultaneously looked at and displayed, with their appearance coded for strong 

visual and erotic impact so that they can be said to connote to-be-looked-at-ness.”14 Although 

Mulvey is discussing classical Hollywood, her psychoanalytic argument, which traces the role of 

filmic women in forming the collective male unconscious, is just as applicable to the erotic 

thriller oriented to an adult male audience—that is, toward a film like Wild Things. 

 Throughout the movie, the spectator is aligned exclusively to the male point of view, 

primarily through eyeline matches between Ray or Sam and one of the young women’s bodies. 

Even when a male character is absent, the camera takes up his investigative purpose through 

slow motion panning shots up Kelly’s legs, closeups on her transparent white shorts as she bends 

over soaked through from a garden hose. In one sequence, the camera pans up Kelly’s dripping 

body as she exits a pool, pivoting toward the camera with her arm outstretched and her chest 

prominently angled in the spectator’s direction. Recalling noir’s obsession with water and 

offering evidence of her purported arousing potential, Kelly is always wet—from the pool, from 

a carwash, from the Florida humidity. The film’s theatrical poster and DVD jacket prepare us for 

the girls’ “wetness” and our spectatorial position. The tagline reads, “they’re dying to play with 

you” (see Figure 1.1). “They” are a submerged Kelly and Suzie, their visage foreshadowing the 

film’s many shots of alligators lurking in the swamp, preparing to strike. They look at us as they 

scowl downward in the direction of the spectator’s avatars, Ray and Sam. The two girls signify 

                                                        
14Tricia Jenkins, “‘Potential Lesbians at Two O’Clock’: The Heterosexualization of Lesbianism 

in the Recent Teen Film,” The Journal of Popular Culture 38, no. 3 (February 2005): 491–504, 

https://doi.org/10.1111/j.0022-3840.2005.00125.x; Laura Mulvey, “Visual Pleasure and 

Narrative Cinema,” in Film Theory and Criticism: Introductory Readings, ed. Leo Braudy and 

Marshall Cohen, 8 edition (New York: Oxford University Press, 2016), 624. 
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as femme fatales both visually and textually, with a desire to “play with you.” Unlike Kelly and 

Suzie, the two men are distinct individuals; they are not only heads but also torsos. Sam’s gaze is 

cast upward while Ray stands behind him, wearing his investigative uniform of sunglasses and a 

black suit. While the tagline positions the girls as acting agents—the subjects who are initiating 

the duplicitous game that makes up Wild Things’s narrative—it also alludes to a key caveat to 

this agency. It will (purportedly) result in their “dying.”  

 

 

Figure 1.1. Wild Things theatrical poster (Mandalay Entertainment, 1998). Suzie’s and 

Kelly’s heads hover above Sam’s and Ray’s bodies. 

 

 The erotic thriller doesn’t jump straight to the dying part—the containment of the femme 

fatale. At least, not until after it offers its spectator a number of sequences meant to arouse him. 

After the film reveals that Sam did not rape either Kelly or Suzie, but instead used them in his 

ploy to defraud Kelly’s wealthy mother of millions of dollars, the three celebrate by engaging in 

a threesome—a male fantasy of lesbian sex, directed diegetically by Sam for his (and the 

spectator’s vicarious) pleasure. Sam unties Kelly’s shirt to expose her breasts and then lifts up 
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her skirt to reveal and remove her thong underwear, while Kelly remains all but immobile. Sam 

then places one palm on the back of either girl’s head and forces them together, saying, “From 

here on out, you do exactly as I say. . . . Now I want you two to kiss.” The two girls’ kiss 

services Sam’s desires and results in his voyeuristic, fetishistic pleasure, as indicated by Sam’s 

verbal directions, open-mouthed gape, and eyeline within the frame (see Figure 1.2). He then 

moves from voyeurism to participation as he grabs Kelly’s breasts and the camera follows. This 

same-sex kiss is not transgressive; rather than genuinely rebuking normativity, this scene serves 

to appropriate genuine female-female attraction as foreplay for penetrative sex focused on male 

pleasure. As Jenkins has argued, this scene is a side effect of the late 1990s trend to capitalize on 

depictions of lesbians, “heterosexualizing” girl-girl sex acts “in order to promote the 

conventional straight male’s lesbian fantasy.”15 

 

 

Figure 1.2. Kelly and Suzie kiss as Sam watches (Mandalay Entertainment, 1998). 

  

                                                        
15 Jenkins, “Potential Lesbians at Two O’Clock,” 492. 
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Like many femme fatales before them, Kelly and Suzie present as both arousing and 

dangerous. The ostensible risk the two pose is that they will expose Ray and Sam’s role in the 

fraud. Yet a secondary peril exists in the two girls’ relationship and its potential to develop into 

genuine same-sex attraction; a queer relationship that threatens not only to expose the crime but 

unsettle the patriarchal power structure that rests on heterosexual courtship. The second time the 

two girls kiss, they are “alone” at Kelly’s house with Sam on the telephone, a far more passive 

position that forecloses his ability to gaze at and physically direct them. Kelly and Suzie call 

him, so that he can assuage their fears; he offers them instructions and then they hang up. Once 

Sam is off the phone, they have an argument that evolves into an erotic moment, beginning with 

Kelly kissing Suzie, leading to Suzie untying Kelly’s top. This kiss, unsanctioned by Sam, 

threatens to make meaningless his power over female sexuality. Once more recalling Mulvey’s 

theory of the male gaze, he has “two avenues of escape from this castration anxiety”: He can 

investigate and punish her, or he can fetishize her.16 As the girls embrace, Ray stands by in the 

bushes, voyeuristically capturing their pleasure on a handheld camcorder (see Figure 1.3). As 

Jenkins has noted, the spectator is also voyeur in this scene, a feeling further enhanced by the 

screen of the video camera which “forces viewers, despite their own sexual or gender identities, 

to place themselves in the heterosexual male’s viewing perspective.”17 His wide-eyed 

investigatory gaze sexualizes Kelly and Suzie for his pleasure, while his camcorder seeks to 

control the young women, flattening and distorting their image through its lower-resolution. The 

investigation—the effort to contain Kelly and Suzie’s potential lesbian relationship, their 

dangerous eroticism—culminates in the two girls’ offscreen deaths. Their images are forced 

                                                        
16 Mulvey, “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,” 627. 

17 Jenkins, “Potential Lesbians at Two O’Clock,” 496. 
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beyond the border of the frame and narrative where they no longer pose a risk to Sam, Ray, or 

the spectator.  

 

 

Figure 1.3. The mediated image of Kelly and Suzie kissing in the pool as captured by Ray’s 

camcorder (Mandalay Entertainment, 1998). 

 

 But that’s not where the film ends: As the film’s final plot twist reveals, Suzie isn’t really 

dead after all. Very much alive, she is in the Caribbean with Sam, where together they kill Ray 

before she poisons Sam and rides off on his boat alone and victorious. What follows is an 

intercredit montage sequence that rewrites much of the story, providing a new narrative in which 

Suzie orchestrated each pivotal plot twist, including staging her own death. The credits largely 

reveal what the film had already implied—that is, that Ray was a dirty cop, Sam was engaged in 

sexual relationships with his students, and Suzie used both of the men’s faults to rob Kelly of her 

trust fund. If the film had ended with Suzie driving away on the boat, Wild Things would have 

been on steady genre ground; an ending where the femme fatale gets away with it isn’t 

uncommon in the erotic thriller. So why does Wild Things require this sequence of additional 

(and implausible) explanations for Suzie’s success? The montage regenders the spectator, forcing 
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us into the female point of view of Suzie and Kelly. This shift from a masculine perspective to a 

feminine one is reminiscent of the shift that Carol Clover notes during the denouements of 

slasher films. Through the montage, Suzie becomes a Final Girl of sorts, like Neve Campbell’s 

earlier role as Sidney Prescott in Scream (Wes Craven, 1996). Rather than offering a feminist 

revision to the plot, though, this shift simply papers over the film’s earlier misogyny. By 

recasting Suzie’s in an empowered, active role, this intercredit sequence forecloses a female 

viewer’s ability to read against the grain, to position herself against the dominant ideology by 

performing a counter reading.18 The project of reading against the grain is not to favor a single 

oppositional reading, which Diane Waldman among others argues risks creating a monolithic 

category of “all women,” but rather the act of resisting a text’s misogyny in order to appropriate 

the dominant meaning for female pleasure.19  

 Using my own subjectivity as an interpretive framework, I’ll offer one such resistant 

reading that queers the film’s conclusion, prior to the intercredit sequence. As Suzie rides away 

on the boat, I find myself wanting Kelly to still be alive. After all, like Suzie’s, Kelly’s death also 

occurred off screen. I imagine the two women reuniting and establishing a genuine lesbian 

relationship, away from the patriarchal gaze of Sam and Ray (and the camera and spectator). 

Although Wild Things does not create a position for the female spectator (until the epilogue), that 

does not mean that a female viewer cannot create a position for herself. However, my 

opportunity for such hypothesizing is cut short. The intercredit sequence forces me to witness 

                                                        
18 Janet Bergstrom and Mary Ann Doane, “The Female Spectator: Contexts and Directions,” 

Camera Obscura: Feminism, Culture, and Media Studies 7, no. 2–3 (1989): 20, 

https://doi.org/10.1215/02705346-7-2-3_20-21-5. 

19 Bergstrom and Doane, 16. 
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Kelly’s death through the young woman’s point of view, as Ray towers over her. The sequence 

casts the two male characters as bad not because of their complicity within patriarchal systems of 

oppression but because of their individual shortcomings. And it shows Suzie receiving money 

from Sam’s attorney, a symbol of masculine authority who delivers the last line of the film as he 

commands Suzie (and the female viewer, should she still linger in the theater): “Be good.” 

Femme fatale Suzie is suddenly refigured as a bad-yet-good girl. She conforms to the 

appropriate, subordinate position of economic reliance on paternal power. Suzie has even dyed 

her hair blonde and given up her grunge attire so that her appearance adheres to normative 

expectations of female beauty.  

 Although the main portion of the film forces female viewers into a position of 

identification with a male character, to witness their own gender’s objectification and 

punishment through his eyes, the intercredit sequence is almost more insidious in its covert 

delivery of a sexist, didactic message under the veneer of female empowerment. We can’t rescue 

Suzie or Kelly from the film by reading against the patriarchal grain, because the film already 

provides its own “reparative” feminist reading that in fact is not feminist at all. Jenkins focuses 

on the performance of lesbian sex acts as what heterosexualizes the film. While that is certainly 

part of it, her reading both mentions and refuses to seriously interrogate the queer possibility 

offered by Kelly and Suzie. The intercredit sequence, however, seems to indicate an 

acknowledgement of this risk. As if predicting the possibility for queer readings, the intercredit 

sequence actively blocks the gaps where a viewer might insert her own subjectivity in innovative 

ways. 

 

Opportunities for Freedom in Cruel Intentions. Whereas Wild Things was marketed toward an 

adult male audience and engaged a male spectator (apart from in the intercredits sequence), 
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Cruel Intentions was marketed toward a female teenage audience. The film incorporated a cast 

that had already cultivated a fanbase of teenage women, including Ryan Phillippe, Sarah 

Michelle Gellar, Reese Witherspoon, and Joshua Jackson. As a reward for catering to a younger 

demographic, those same fans voted to award the film two MTV Movie Awards the following 

year—“Best Kiss” for that between Gellar and Selma Blair, and “Best Female Performance” for 

Gellar. Cruel Intentions is based on Pierre Choderlos de Laclos’s 18th century epistolary novel 

Les Liaisons dangereuses, but Manhattan’s Upper East Side provides the stage for the film’s 

events. Wealthy socialite and femme fatale Kathryn Merteuil (Gellar) is determined to embarrass 

her ex-lover Court Reynolds, who left her for the virginal Cecile Caldwell (Blair). Under the 

guise of mentoring Cecile, Kathryn plots to “corrupt” the young girl by introducing her to sex. 

When Kathryn asks her stepbrother Sebastian (Phillippe) to seduce Cecile, he initially declines; 

he already has another target, Annette Hargrove (Witherspoon) who has recently authored a 

Seventeen magazine article titled “A Virgin’s Manifesto: Why I Plan to Wait.” Kathryn and 

Sebastian make a bet: If Sebastian gets Annette to have sex with him, then Kathryn will allow 

Sebastian to have (anal) sex with her; If he fails, then Kathryn gets his vintage car.  

 Throughout the film, homme and femme fatale characters Sebastian and Kathryn engage 

in a number of duplicitous sexual acts for their own vengeance and entertainment, including 

seducing Cecile into allowing Sebastian to perform oral sex on her, blackmailing Annette’s 

closeted friend Greg after he has sex with Sebastian’s friend Blaine, and exploiting Mrs. 

Caldwell’s racism by encouraging white Cecile and her black music teacher Ronald to fall in 

love, all of which Sebastian records in his journal. But as the film progresses, Sebastian takes 

increasingly less pleasure in their games. By the end, he is in a normative heterosexual 

relationship with Annette. When the two have sex, it is depicted as ideal—that is, consensual, 

intimate, and romantic. Realizing Sebastian’s transformation, Kathryn convinces him to break up 
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with Annette and tells Ronald about Sebastian and Cecile. Ronald and Sebastian’s confrontation 

leads to Sebastian’s accidental death. And at his funeral, Cecile and Annette pass out copies of 

Sebastian’s journal, exposing Kathryn and thereby ruining her reputation. Cruel Intentions is 

complicated, exploring moral ambiguities in its multiple subplots of seduction and revenge. The 

film’s plot—perhaps because of the queerness of the source text—simultaneously liberates teens 

from normative gender roles and heterosexual monogamy while also depicting normativity as 

inescapable. The dialectic nature of the teen erotic thriller’s approach to adolescent sexuality as 

something to simultaneously arousing and frightening. Yet, as I explore in the following pages, 

female viewers can accept the film’s more progressive elements while ignoring its moralizing 

conclusion; unlike Wild Things, Cruel Intentions allows for a resistant feminist reading. 

In large part, the film’s feminism stems from its disruption of the male gaze. Sebastian’s 

vengeance-photography habit highlights the damage a camera in male hands can cause its object. 

He takes nude photographs of his psychiatrist’s daughter, which he then posts to the internet 

against her will. He again uses his camera and its photographs in order to manipulate Greg and 

Cecile. Whereas Ray’s camera in Wild Things served as an emblem of voyeuristic pleasure, 

Cruel Intentions’ diegetic camera-use does not result in Sebastian’s. These moments are 

characterized as entirely pleasure-less, with Sebastian appearing in fact bored during each 

instance. Instead, the film underscores the camera as a tool for power. And rather than 

exclusively supporting the active/male and passive/female subject and object positions that 

Mulvey posits, Cruel Intentions at times hands over the power of the diegetic camera and gaze to 

women. Kathryn is just as capable of manipulating the gaze, covertly filming Cecile and Ronald 

and sharing a pair of binoculars with Sebastian as the two spy on Annette. Not only femme 

fatales are able to look; when the bad-yet-very-good girl Annette walks into the pool to find 

Sebastian toweling off, completely undressed, she doesn’t immediately avert her gaze; rather, 
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she freezes open-mouthed, in a libidinal expression (see Figure 1.4). Unlike the female gaze in 

classical woman’s film, hers is not de-eroticized.20 Through her point of view, we see 

Sebastian’s damp body from behind, softly lit to maximize its attractiveness (see Figure 1.5). 

And the scene cuts from Annette to Sebastian, creating an eyeline match that affords the female 

character the power in this situation. This power comes with the caveat that exposing himself is 

part of his manipulation, but Annette realizes this, her knowledge undercutting Sebastian’s 

authority. This is a very different pool scene than anything Wild Things allowed for and subverts 

our generic expectations in which water plus teenage girls equals eroticized female bodies. The 

film not only subverts our expectations of the male gaze; it also at times eliminates the gaze 

entirely. As Caetlin Benson-Allott points out, regarding the same-sex kiss between Kathryn and 

Cecile (i.e., MTV’s Best Kiss), “when the camera lingers on Kathryn and Cecile, it cannot be 

said to adopt any male’s gaze, neither a protagonist’s, a minor character’s, nor an innocent 

bystander’s.”21 The fluctuating spectatorial positions over the course of the film affords both 

genders the opportunity to look and be looked at, while also offering homosocial and homoerotic 

                                                        
20 See Mary Ann Doane, The Desire to Desire: The Woman’s Film of the 1940s, Theories of 

Representation and Difference (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1987); Ann E. Kaplan, 

“Is the Gaze Male?,” in Film Theory Reader: Debates & Arguments, ed. Marc Furstenau, 1 

edition (London ; New York: Routledge, 2010), 213. 

21 Caetlin Benson-Allott, “The ‘Mechanical Truth’ behind Cruel Intentions: Desire, AIDS, and 

the MTV Movie Awards’ ‘Best Kiss,’” Quarterly Review of Film and Video 22, no. 4 (October 

2005): 356, https://doi.org/10.1080/10509200590475814. 
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sequences removed from a voyeuristic gaze entirely, such as the Best Kiss.22 The camera work 

(diegetic and nondiegetic) and editing of Cruel Intentions unsettles the male unconscious’s 

expectation for control and offers a fantasy in which men and women might be equally capable 

of looking and being looked at.  

 

 

Figure 1.4. Annette’s gaping refusal to look away from Sebastian (Columbia Pictures, 

1999). 

                                                        
22 Jenkins argues that the same-sex kiss has been heterosexualized; Kathryn is teaching Cecile 

how to kiss so that she can impress Court. Benson-Allott, however, suggests that the string of 

spit between the two girls’ mouths implies a performance of desire, a version of pornography’s 

“proof of pleasure” in ejaculation shots, theorized by Linda Williams, which complicates our 

reading of the act. See Jenkins, “Potential Lesbians at Two O’Clock”; Benson-Allott, “The 

‘Mechanical Truth’ behind Cruel Intentions”; Linda Williams, Hard Core: Power, Pleasure, and 

the “Frenzy of the Visible,” Expanded pbk. ed (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999), 

8. 
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Figure 1.5. Sebastian’s naked body, from Annette’s/the spectator’s point of view (Columbia 

Pictures, 1999). 

 

The ability of both men and women to be subject and object is indicative of the film’s 

ethos of performativity, which Cruel Intentions depicts as inherent to gender and sexuality. As 

Judith Butler notes, “Gender proves to be performative—that is, constituting the identity it is 

purported to be. In this sense, gender is always a doing.”23 The act of “doing” gender—that is, 

conforming to an identity category—is constituted by regulatory regimes, which use these 

normalizing categories to enforce oppressive structures.24 The film’s characters laboriously 

                                                        
23Judith Butler, Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity, 1 edition (New York: 

Routledge, 2006), 25. 

24 See Judith Butler, “Imitation and Gender Insubordination,” in The Lesbian and Gay Studies 

Reader, ed. Henry Abelove, Michele Aina Barale, and David M. Halperin, 1 edition (New York: 
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perform gender roles and heterosexuality in a way that demonstrates the effort required by these 

normalizing categories. The closeted Greg postures to his fellow football players, surrounded by 

swimsuit-model posters as he regales his teammates with stories about the girls he (allegedly) 

had sex with over the summer. Sebastian pretends not to care about Annette, for fear that his 

emotional attachment to her unsettles his masculinity. Cecile secretly has sex with Sebastian 

because Kathryn convinces her that women are expected by their male partners to be both chaste 

and also sexually skilled. While the sheer number of diegetic hetero- and gender-normative 

performances underscores the film’s self-reflexive critique of gender roles, Kathryn’s soliloquy 

toward the film’s close best articulates the motivation behind the characters’ conformity: 

It’s alright for guys like you [Sebastian] and Court to fuck everyone, but when I do it, I 

get dumped for little twits like Cecile. God forbid I exude confidence and enjoy sex. Do 

you think I relish the fact that I have to act like Mary Sunshine twenty-four seven, so I 

can be considered a “lady.” I’m the Marsha fucking Brady of the Upper East Side and 

sometimes I want to kill myself for it. So there’s your psychoanalysis, Doctor Freud. 

This speech casts Kathryn’s characterization as femme fatale as much more multivalent then her 

predecessors’, Kelly and Suzie. Whereas the teen girls in Wild Things are innately deceptive, 

their bodies serving as lures with which to entrap men, patriarchal pressures have constructed 

Kathryn’s role as black widow. To borrow from Simone de Beauvoir, Kathryn was not born a 

femme fatale, but made one by normative femininity. The feminine ideal of a teenage girl who 

abstains from sex, acts happy, and pretends to be meek has driven Kathryn toward vengeance 

and duplicity. Meanwhile, masculine ideals sanction the same behaviors for teenage boys, who 

                                                        
Routledge, 1993), 308; Butler, Gender Trouble, 2; Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality, 

Vol. 1: An Introduction, Reissue edition (New York: Vintage, 1990). 
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can “fuck everyone” and still remain within the bounds of their gender. (Although, as is apparent 

in Greg’s dorm-room posturing, that “everyone” is implicitly understood as women.) And while 

the film in this moment highlights the hypocrisy of this uneven footing, it nonetheless delivers 

equally uneven punishments for the femme and homme fatale: Kathryn’s ruined reputation is 

cast in a significantly more damning light than Sebastian’s death. After all, Sebastian remains 

posthumously powerful, as the words he penned in his journal interrupt Kathryn’s speech at his 

funeral. Even though she is a femme fatale who survives, she has been stripped of authorial 

power; now that the fictitiousness of her “Mary Sunshine” act is well known, a fate worse than 

death will follow.  

 I still find myself wishing that Kathryn had gotten away with it, managed to trick 

everyone into thinking she was a “good girl” until she decided enough was enough, on her own 

terms—an ending fit for Gellar’s title character in Buffy the Vampire Slayer (The WB, 1996–

2003). But what I remember most about this movie when I first watched it at fourteen was not 

Kathryn’s punishment, but the final scene in which Annette drives away in Sebastian’s car, her 

hair blowing in the wind to the tune of the Verve’s “Bittersweet Symphony”—a song I would 

download off of Napster and burn to a CD so that I could play it over and over again. Despite the 

film’s moral sledgehammer, which tells us that the road to hell is paved with sex and 

promiscuity, Annette’s ending provides a gesture toward liberation, precipitated by the film’s 

earlier feminism.25 In particular, the transference of the car is a significant marker of her 

                                                        
25 Many ignore the conclusion’s possibility for liberation or, rather, focus on the regulatory effect 

of Kathryn’s punishment. See, for example, Timothy Shary, Generation Multiplex: The Image of 

Youth in American Cinema Since 1980, Revised edition (Austin: University of Texas Press, 

2014), 261. 
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empowerment; Sebastian’s roadster was the stake when he and Kathryn bet against Annette’s 

virginity. The fact that she ultimately wins the reward that represented the monetary value of her 

body signifies her role as subject within an objectifying system. While Kathryn’s punishment is 

as unjustified as Kelly’s in Wild Things, Annette’s survival is far more gratifying that Suzie’s at 

the end of the intercredits sequence. The female viewer can find some hope of liberation in an 

avatar. 

 Cruel Intentions debuted three years after the institution of abstinence-only sex education 

in the United States.26 Annette’s (very believable) magazine article plays into the discourse of 

this regulatory regime, with an image of a wedding cake, ring on a finger, and the signs for male 

and female illustrating the main thrust of the article: sex ought to be (1) heterosexual, (2) 

romantic, and (3) within the confines of marriage (see Figure 1.6). The viewer can read the first 

few lines of the article before the image cuts, which state, “With teenage pregnancy on the rise 

and the growing concern of teens contracting HIV, one would think that my virgin status would 

be the norm, not the exception.” Touting the negative secondary effects without offering 

information on pleasure or protection was a key tenet of abstinence-only sex education, a 

curriculum that more than half of all schools had implemented by the late 1990s.27 Despite 

choosing to have sex with Sebastian, the bad-yet-good girl Annette avoids all the consequences 

of premarital sex that an abstinence-only program would have focused on, including pregnancy, 

                                                        
26 Bleakley, Hennessy, and Fishbein, “Public Opinion on Sex Education in US Schools,” 1152.  

27  See Bleakley, Hennessy, and Fishbein, 1152; Collins, “Do As I Say . . . Should We Teach 

Only Abstinence in Sex Education?,” 3; Jodi Wilogren, “Abstinence Is Focus of U.S. Sex 

Education: Fewer Than Half of Schools Now Offer Birth Control Information,” New York Times, 

December 15, 1999.. 
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HIV, and mental distress. Annette is not the only one who survives unsanctioned (in her case, 

premarital) sex. Cecile, too, survives, despite participating in sex acts much closer to the outer 

limits of acceptability, including casual and interracial sex. In fact, she and Ronald are happily 

coupled at the end of the film. Neither Greg nor Blaine are punished or condemned for their 

same-sex attraction or participation in casual sex. Rather, Greg’s performance of heterosexual 

masculinity is more farcical than Blaine’s queerness. Their survival offers evidence against the 

truthfulness of abstinence discourse. Next to Annette and these other unpunished deviations from 

normative sexual behavior, Sebastian’s and Kathryn’s punishments appear to stem not from their 

refusal to participate in an expectation of purity, but from their individual duplicity. And those 

punishments—a car accident and social ostracization—feel entirely plausible, more so than a 

string of serial killer or supernatural deaths, and more so than any death in Wild Things. 

(Although, what seems entirely implausible is Annette’s inheriting Sebastian’s car.)  

 

 

Figure 1.6. Annette’s article in Seventeen magazine, titled “A Virgin’s Manifesto: ‘Why I 

Plan to Wait’” (Columbia Pictures, 1999). 
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Establishing a Pleasure–Danger Syntax. As mentioned in this chapter’s introduction, the teen 

erotic thriller has not been widely discussed as a cycle. Like the noir films that came before 

erotic thrillers, these movies avoid generic classification. Cruel Intentions in particular is 

challenging to categorize with much certainty beyond “teen romance.”28 Its reliance on 

melodrama as well as its comparative lack of mortal punishments dealt out to characters, among 

other differences, partitions it from conversations in horror studies. Nor, perhaps, is there enough 

on-screen simulated sex to classify it as an erotic thriller. Despite softcore sex’s role in adult 

erotic thrillers, serving as one of the genre’s primary semantics, Cruel Intentions’s only moment 

of nudity is the aforementioned shot of Phillipe (see Figure 5); the sex scene between Annette 

and Sebastian is short but sweaty, implying more than showing a climactic moment. The ellipses 

and suggestive sex scenes, however, do not refuse the film’s classification as erotic thriller; 

rather, they underscore its classification as a teen film. In the next chapter, I interrogate the 

absence and careful staging of sex scenes in order to minimize nudity in the neoslasher cycle, a 

symptom of those films that target adolescent women and a move that relies upon a pleasure–

danger syntax while emphasizing the danger end of the spectrum.  

 While teen erotic thrillers had the same star power as the concurrent teen horror cycles 

and dealt with the same anxieties surrounding adolescent sex and sexuality, no paradigmatic film 

ever arose from the numerous films. Sequels failed to garner the same following as the originals, 

and none had theatrical releases. As a cycle that was never classified as such by fans or 

contemporary critics and that failed to find a stable formula, teen erotic thrillers suggest a failure 

of ritual/ideological fit. The negotiation of audience’s and filmmakers’ desires never agreed upon 

a formula. I would hypothesize—and that’s really all we can do given the complex process of 

                                                        
28 For example, Timothy Shary classifies it as such. See Shary, Generation Multiplex, 261.  
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cycle evolution—that this failure results from the teen erotic thriller’s comparative directness. 

The deep ambivalences about teen sex, which were reverberating in US culture around the turn 

of the millennium, were not buried beneath a veneer of serial killers and supernatural beings 

instead staged more immediately. While Scream (Wes Carven, 1996) and The Faculty (Robert 

Rodriguez, 1998) were just as concerned with the inherent pleasure and danger linked to teenage 

female bodies, they displaced this fear from its cause. And across all three cycles—whether the 

plot involves a duplicitous act, a string of murders, or an alien invasion—a common ending 

connects each divergent mediation of female adolescent sexuality: It inevitably leads to a young 

woman’s punishment.
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CHAPTER TWO: 
THE “FEMINIZATION” OF A SUBGENRE:  

VIOLENT HETEROSEXUALITY IN THE NEOSLASHER CYCLE  
 
“They’re all the same. Some stupid killer stalking some big-breasted girl who can’t act, who is 
always running up the stairs when she should be running out the front door. It’s insulting.” 

—Sidney Prescott in Scream (Wes Craven, 1996) 
 

 At the time Scream (Wes Craven) was released in 1996, only one percent of moviegoers 

typically saw films more than once in theaters; meanwhile an estimated sixteen percent of 

women twenty-five and younger saw the teen horror film multiple times.1 (Only three percent of 

the men the same age went back for repeat viewings.) The film, which cost about $15 million to 

make and earned Miramax’s Dimension Films approximately $173 million during its North 

American theatrical release, quickly became a prototype for other studios hoping to similarly 

capitalize on the purchasing power of upper-middle-class teenage female moviegoers.2 “All our 

research shows it’s best to target young females,” Neal Moritz, producer of I Know What You 

Did Last Summer (Jim Gillespie, 1997) said in a 1997 interview.3 “The guys who want to go on 

dates will follow.” He assumes that young women and men will see films in the neoslasher 

                                                        
1 Valerie Wee, “Resurrecting and Updating the Teen Slasher,” Journal of Popular Film and 

Television 34, no. 2 (Summer 2006): 60. 

2 John Horn, “A Miramax Label Hits Pay Dirt with ‘Scream,’” The Philadelphia Inquirer, 

August 2, 1997, Saturday D Edition edition, sec. Entertainment; “Girl Power; Ultimate Theaters; 

Concession Stand Calories.”  

3 Doug Foley, “Scared Silly: Slasher Movies Are 20 Years Old and Can Still Turn Our Blood 

Cold,” Hamilton Spectator, August 8, 1998, Saturday Final Edition edition. 
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cycle—the 1990s descendants of the 1978 to mid-1980s cycle that repopularized narratives about 

monstrous serial killers murdering teenagers—as part of a heterosexual romantic experience.  

 In order to position itself as a female-friendly genre, neoslashers invoked generic 

tendencies of romance-driven film and television forms that were already popular with the 

demographic. For example, as Pamela Craig and Martin Fradley note, the majority of neoslasher 

stars hail from teen-oriented, melodramatic television series.4 Craig and Fradley don’t link this 

decision explicitly to female viewers, but the connection is easy to make given that the television 

series these cast members hailed from found their core viewership among teenage women.5 As 

both Catherine Spooner and Estella Tincknell posit, a number of these teen serials and 

neoslashers were part of a trend toward the “new teen gothic,” borrowing soap opera formulas 

and including female protagonists and interpersonal relationships in a dark and complex 

                                                        
4 For example, Neve Campbell and Jennifer Love Hewitt from Party of Five (Fox 1994–2000) 

star in the Scream trilogy and I Know What You Did Last Summer, respectively; Joshua Jackson 

of Dawson’s Creek (The WB, 1998–2003) stars in Urban Legend and Scream 2; Sarah Michelle 

Gellar of Buffy the Vampire Slayer (The WB, 1997–2003) stars in I Know What You Did Last 

Summer and Scream 2; and Jared Leto of My So-Called Life (ABC 1994–1995) stars in Urban 

Legend. See Craig and Fradley, “Teenage Traumata: Youth, Affective Politics, and the 

Contemporary American Horror Film.” 

5 See, for example, Diane Werts, “Tuning in to Teens: From Party of Five and Buffy to the New 

Dawson’s Creek, TV Is Treating HIgh School Kids—and Especially Girls—with More Respect,” 

Newsday, January 18, 1998. 
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melodramatic plot.6 Note that Wes Craven, as paraphrased by Janet Weeks, suggested Scream 

has “the emotional appeal of a soap opera, which he thinks plays better to women than men. 

There are secret loves, haunting pasts, snobs, nerds and badly behaved boyfriends, twists that 

normally drive soaps.”7 The assumption that soap-opera storylines are more popular with women 

relies on gendered stereotypes of taste and popular culture, but we can nonetheless read an 

attempt to reach female viewers in Craven’s commentary.8 This generic shift that realigned teen 

horror from male to female anxieties is, as also noted by Fradley, perhaps the key structuring 

element of the neoslasher.9  

                                                        
6 Catherine Spooner, Contemporary Gothic, Focus on Contemporary Issues (London: Reaktion 

Books, 2006), 103–05; Estella Tincknell, “Feminine Boundaries: Adolescence, Witchcraft, and 

the Supernatural in New Gothic Cinema and Television,” in Horror Zone: The Cultural 

Experience of Contemporary Horror Cinema, ed. Ian Conrich (London ; New York : New York: 

I. B. Tauris ; Distributed in the United States exclusively by Palgrave Macmillan, 2010), 249. 

7 Janet Weeks, “‘Scream’ Movies Cultivate Special Audience: Girls,” USA Today, December 12, 

1997, 1A. 

8 As stated in the introduction, this same logic—the “feminization” of the slasher into 

melodramatic horror—provides the argumentative thrust behind many scholar’s dismissal of the 

cycle. 

9 Martin Fradley, “‘Hell Is a Teenage Girl?’: Postfeminism and Contemporary Teen Horror,” in 

Postfeminism and Contemporary Hollywood Cinema, ed. Joel Gwynne and Nadine Müller (New 

York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013), 206.  
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 As Amanda Ann Klein has suggested, cycles hinge on a films’ use-value and 

profitability; these films are commodities, usually produced as quickly as possible. 10 If a film 

earns impressive returns at the box office or garners fan attention, others will copy some or all of 

it (e.g., the semantics or syntax) and graft these elements onto a new film. After Miramax’s 

release of Scream, Columbia Pictures’ Mandalay Entertainment released another box-office 

success, I Know What You Did Last Summer, penned by Scream’s screenwriter Kevin 

Williamson. Scream 2 (Wes Craven, 1997) shortly followed, and in 1998, I Still Know What You 

Did Last Summer (Danny Cannon), Urban Legend (Jamie Blanks), and Halloween H20 (Steve 

Miner) enjoyed similarly lucrative theatrical releases. Neoslashers also occupied space in the 

direct-to-video market with films such as Campfire Tales (Matt Cooper and Martin Kunert, 

1997), If I Die Before I Wake (Brian Katkin, 1998), and Sleepy Hollow High (Chris Arth and 

Kevin Summerfield, 2000). The release of the parody Scary Movie (Keenan Ivory Wayans, 

2000) and sardonic Cherry Falls (Geoffrey Wright, 2000) mark the cycle’s petering out.11 

Whereas the teen erotic thriller’s formula remained highly variable, neoslashers cemented into a 

cohesive cycle via the process of pragmatic ritual/ideological fit, as Hollywood’s manipulative 

aims merged with teenage female viewers’ desire for increased subjectivity. The cycle illustrates 

the negotiation process between male filmmakers, capitalist studios, and the young women they 

successfully drew to theaters and video rental stores. The ideological underpinnings of the earlier 

slasher cycle that linked sex (among other indiscretions) to fear and violence, particularly as it 

pertained to young female bodies, needed to be revised in order to reach the new demographic. 

This push and pull results in the at times confusing alteration to the formula of the first cycle. By 

                                                        
10 Klein, American Film Cycles. 

11 See the appendix for a complete list of neoslasher films. 
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focusing on this pragmatic process of fit, we can see how a particular cycle works to provide 

both a manipulative and liberating message. In the case of neoslashers, the project was to 

resituate the genre as a reflection of female anxieties while providing regulatory solutions to that 

anxiety, underscoring in both instances the inevitability of patriarchal structures of power. 

 As I noted in the previous chapter, teen erotic thrillers were built around a pleasure–

danger syntax that linked teenage female bodies to danger. Linda Ruth Williams suggests that 

erotic thrillers took their conflation of murder and sexual fulfillment from the first cycle of 

slasher films.12 I suggest that we can read the neoslasher as the evolution of the erotic thriller 

back into a stalk-and-slash formula, highlighting the crosspollination between cycles. 

Neoslashers are syntactically similar to erotic thrillers, structured as “whodunnits” that depict 

romance and violence as concomitant forces. Rather than sex being the straightforward cause of 

fear, the neoslasher displaces that fear onto a serial killer. Additionally, whereas erotic thrillers 

vacillated between spectatorial positions, the neoslasher imagined a single position, a teenage 

female spectator. In a manner not dissimilar from the inclusion of the intercredits sequence in 

Wild Things, the incorporation of a teenage female spectator allowed the cycle to carefully 

disguise its regulatory messaging beneath a veneer of inclusivity for a demographic who had 

previously been largely ignored by teen horror.13  

                                                        
12 Linda Ruth Williams, The Erotic Thriller in Contemporary Cinema (Edinburgh: Edinburgh 

Univ. Press, 2005), 126. 

13 As many have pointed out, slasher films have always engaged with female anxieties. However, 

the first cycle of slashers were not created specifically to capitalize on the buying power of 

young women. Rhona Berenstein demonstrates in her discussion of classic horror films, the 

genre was once very much marketed to women. Carol Clover writes, “To the question of who 
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 While many focus on the neoslasher’s revision to the genre’s syntax in terms of its 

allowing for sexually active survivors, most notably Scream’s Sidney, in the following pages I 

argue that the neoslasher was unwilling to entirely give itself over to the image of the sexually 

liberated young woman.14 Over the course of the neoslasher cycle, Sidney’s “sleeping with the 

killer” ultimately makes her an outlier.15 Although the Final Girl in films that follow Scream 

remain suspicious of her boyfriend throughout, their love story will ultimately prove genuine and 

in fact become crucial to her rescue in the film’s dénouement. This romance–murder double plot 

mediates sex and violence for a female audience in terms that reflect both the benefits of female 

                                                        
watches such films, there is no neat answer” (6). As Clover notes, the first slasher cycle created a 

male spectatorial position up until the dénouement where the male spectator is regendered. Of 

course, as Isabel Pinedo and others argue, women can find slashers and other horror created for 

male audiences pleasurable. (These scholars, likely because of the time in which they were 

writing, picture a binary audience.) See Rhona Berenstein, “‘It Will Thrill You, It May Shock 

You, It Might Even Horrify You’: Gender, Reception, and Classic Horror Cinema,” in The 

Dread of Difference: Gender and the Horror Film, ed. Barry Keith Grant, Second edition, Texas 

Film and Media Studies Series (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2015), 145–170; Carol J. 

Clover, Men, Women, and Chain Saws: Gender in the Modern Horror Film, First Princeton 

classics edition, Princeton Classics (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 

2015).and Isabel Cristina Pinedo, Recreational Terror: Women and the Pleasures of Horror Film 

Viewing (Albany, NY: State University of New York Press, 1997).  

14 For example, Timothy Shary emphasizes the survival of Sidney et al. as a hallmark of genre’s 

evolution toward more progressive sexual politics. See Shary, Generation Multiplex. 

15 Shary, 185. 
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sexual agency as well as the deadly negative secondary effects of sex, even if that effect isn’t 

always her death, while also contradictorily depicting both punishment and survival as 

dependent on normative heterosexual coupling. The resultant confusion that leaves its mark 

across the cycle’s formula reflects the confusion of contemporaneous US culture, which was 

undecided about how to contain and also attract a generation of young women. Rick Altman 

writes, “Because the public doesn’t want to know that it is being manipulated, the successful 

ritual/ideological ‘fit’ is almost always one that disguises Hollywood’s potential for 

manipulation while playing up its capacity for entertainment.”16 By only praising or condemning 

the neoslasher—as many have done—we entirely miss the historical and cultural significance of 

the cycle, particularly as it stands to extend the theorization of ritual/ideological fit and add 

nuance to arguments about gender and horror. 

 

Revising the Slasher Formula to Offer Regulated Liberation. In Men, Women and Chain 

Saws, Carol Clover outlines the first cycle of slasher films’ formula as well as the subgenre’s 

complicated depiction of sex and gender.17 Clover notes that the murderer is most often an adult 

male, whose psychosis is derived from a version of the Oedipal complex, gender confusion, or 

general sexual disturbance.18 Unkillable, he returns for each new installment (e.g., Michael, 

Jason, and Freddie of the Halloween [John Carpenter, 1978], Friday the 13th [Sean S. 

Cunningham, 1980], and A Nightmare on Elm Street [Wes Craven, 1984] franchises, 

                                                        
16 Altman, “A Semantic/Syntactic Approach to Film Genre,” 503–504. 

17 Clover, Men, Women, and Chain Saws, 21–64. 

18 Clover, 28. 
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respectively).19 In terms of victimology, a string of beautiful teenage men and women die, 

although the young women die most often and most gruesomely.20 Those teens with sexual 

transgressions die quickly: “Postcoital death, above all when the circumstances are illicit, is a 

staple of the genre.”21 The sole survivor, who Clover dubs the “Final Girl,” is the exceptional 

victim because unlike her friends, she knows death is coming long before the killer reveals 

himself; she survives because she is paranoid, resourceful, sexually reluctant, and boyish.22 Wes 

Craven was well aware of Clover’s work at the time he produced Scream, and his characters 

reflect this awareness.23 Self-reflexivity and intertextuality of the franchise, parroted by the 

Urban Legend films, Campfire Tales, and Scary Movie, became the ubiquitous formula of the 

                                                        
19 That is, the victims frequently change while the killer remains stable. Note that, like Scream, 

these films were not imagined as recurring franchise properties until they garnered popularity 

with their first release.   

20 Clover, Men, Women, and Chain Saws, 33. 

21 Clover, 33. 

22 Clover, 39–41. 

23 On March 10, 1995, the two served on a panel together as part of the UCLA School of 

Theater, Film, and Television’s symposium, “The Aesthetics of Violence.” See Dawn Fratini, “It 

Was a Dark and Stormy Night… with Wes Craven and Carol J. Clover!,” Cinema Mediations 

(blog), May 12, 2015, https://cinemamediations.wordpress.com/2015/05/12/it-was-a-dark-and-

stormy-night-wes-craven-and-carol-j-clover/. 
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neoslasher cycle, heralded by Craven’s earlier Nightmare on Elm Street.24 Neoslashers introduce 

the semantics of the first slasher cycle only to rearrange them. 

 As Valerie Wee notes, in the neoslasher, the Final Girl becomes the franchise’s recurring 

character, reversing the tradition of the killer as the fixed element.25 Unlike Sarah Trencansky 

who argues that that the neoslasher is conservative in its interpretation of generic elements, Wee 

interprets the cycle and Scream in particular as taking a “distinctly revolutionary stance.”26 Craig 

and Fradley suggest that due to studio’s desire to attract female viewers, the neoslasher “comes 

                                                        
24 The cycle’s self-referentiality was noticed almost immediately and occupied much of the 

contemporaneous scholarly and critical attention. See, for example, Todd F. Tietchen, “Samplers 

and Copycats: The Cultural Implications of the Postmodern Slasher in Contemporary American 

Film,” Journal of Popular Film and Television 26, no. 3 (1998): 98–107, 

https://doi.org/10.1080/01956059809602780. Claire Perkins summarizes arguments engaging 

Scream’s postmodernism in  

 “The Scre4m Trilogy,” in Film Trilogies: New Critical Approaches, ed. Claire Perkins and 

Constantine Verevis (Houndmills, Basingstoke, Hampshire ; New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 

2012), 88–108.  

25 Wee primarily works through Scream, interpreting both Sidney Prescott and Gale Weathers as 

Final Girls. See Wee, “Resurrecting and Updating the Teen Slasher,” 57. 

26Sarah Trencansky, “Final Girls and Terrible Youth: Transgression in 1980s Slasher Horror,” 

Journal of Popular Film and Television 29, no. 2 (January 2001): 72, 

https://doi.org/10.1080/01956050109601010.; and Wee, “Resurrecting and Updating the Teen 

Slasher,” 51. 
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with a refreshingly alert (post-)feminist sensibility.”27 These polarized arguments, which either 

praise or dismiss the cycle, highlight the regulatory–liberatory dialectic of the neoslasher: The 

cycle was both progressive and conservative in terms of sex and gender. In particular, three 

tendencies of formulaic revision underscore the neoslasher’s dialectical nature: the postcoital 

death scene, the inclusion of a romance arc, and the feminization of the Final Girl. Through a 

revision rather than a complete reversal of the slasher formula, the cycle suggests that young 

women can survive premarital sex, but that young men determine whether or not sex will result 

in negative secondary effects—that is, death in horror films; pregnancy, disease, and social 

stigma in 1990s US culture. Put another way, although the films want us to think she’s advanced 

beyond the confines of the first slasher series, the Final Girl is perhaps no freer from the 

patriarchal control of the female body than she ever was. 

 While several have suggested that neoslashers eliminated postcoital death scenes, the 

cycle in fact actively employs the trope of victims’ deaths following closely after sex acts.28 Yet 

instead of overtly characterizing a postcoital death as such, the films often conceal this motive. 

This concealment holds up the films’ ability to attract a female audience while continuing to 

contain female sexuality with the threat of corporal punishment. For example, note the extended 

(exactly thirteen-minutes long) opening scene of Scream, which depicts the seemingly random 

death and torture of Casey Becker (Drew Barrymore). She’s on the phone with a murderer 

playing a life or death game of movie trivia. When she answers a question incorrectly, an 

                                                        
27 Craig and Fradley, “Teenage Traumata: Youth, Affective Politics, and the Contemporary 

American Horror Film,” 87. 

28 See Shary, Generation Multiplex, 185.; and Wee, “Resurrecting and Updating the Teen 

Slasher,” 50–61. 
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unidentified masked assailant we will soon identify as “Ghostface”—who Scream’s final scene 

reveals as not one killer but two, teenage boys Billy Loomis and Stu Macher—proceeds to 

murder her boyfriend Steve Orth, chase her throughout her home, stab her repeatedly, choke her, 

and drag her across her lawn while she tries to call for help over the phone, but is unable to do so 

after being choked. In short, before she is murdered, Casey is hideously tormented and silenced. 

The final shot shows her body, eviscerated and hanging from a tree while her intestines dangle to 

the ground (see Figure 2.1). In death, she is the image of sexualized violence, with evidence of 

the knife’s multiple penetrations resulting in her sweater’s falling from her shoulder, exposing 

raw flesh where her breast ought to be. In fact, the body was meant to appear so damaged that 

Drew Barrymore was replaced with a dummy for filming the scene.29 She is rendered entirely 

abject as not only a corpse, but a mangled corpse. Whereas Steve’s death is dimly lit and the 

camera quickly moves on, Casey’s death is a spectacle.  

 

 

Figure 2.1. The dummy stand-in for Casey Becker’s/Drew Barrymore’s body in Scream 

(Dimension Films, 1996). 

                                                        
29 hellosidneycom, Scream -  Behind the Scenes with Drew Barrymore, accessed September 20, 

2018, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J8H6taIPvQg. 
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 At first the death appears unattached to meaning, but when we look backward from the 

end of the film, we realize that Casey was not a random victim. She died because she was Stu’s 

ex-girlfriend. “Casey and Steve were completely hollowed out,” Stu recalls to his friends shortly 

after the opening scene. “And the fact is it takes a man to do something like that.” Stu murders 

and tortures Casey in order to reclaim a masculine position of power, which her autonomous 

choice to break up with Stu and select a new romantic partner, Steve, threatened. Barbara Creed 

argues that the mutilation of the female body in horror, particularly slashers, suggests castration 

anxiety, a fear of emasculation and disempowerment at the hands of a female sexual agent.30 

“Woman’s body is slashed and mutilated, not only to signify her own castrated state,” Creed 

writes, “but also the possibility of castration for the male. In the guise of a madman he enacts on 

her body the one act he most fears for himself, transforming her entire body into a bleeding 

wound.”31 To misunderstand Casey’s death as random or to suggest that postcoital punishment is 

not a stable part of the neoslashers syntax is to miss the films’ continued obsession with 

punishing a female sexual agent because of her challenge to masculine power. Applying this 

motive transitively, it explains why the two boys killed Sidney Prescott’s (Neve Campbell) 

mother and why they plan to murder Sidney, Billy’s girlfriend and the film’s protagonist. 

However, it fails to fully account for the death of Tatum Riley, Stu’s current girlfriend. Her death 

makes sense ideologically—she is an independent young woman who seems sexually confident, 

and she’s attached romantically to one of the killers—but not narratively. She has been up until 

                                                        
30 Barbara Creed, “Horror and the Monstrous-Feminine: An Imaginary Abjection,” in The Dread 

of Difference: Gender and the Horror Film, ed. Barry Keith Grant, Second edition, Texas Film 

and Media Studies Series (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2015), 37–67. 

31 Creed, 46. 
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this point performing the role of subservient, domesticated girlfriend and is even getting Stu a 

beer when he sneaks up on her to murder her. Yet her death is just as violent as Casey’s was, 

involving a theatrical thwarted attempt at escape through the garage’s dog door. It seems that 

Tatum dies simply because she is a woman. Her mere potential for agency and rebellion, the 

possibility that she might unsettle Stu’s authority, is enough to warrant her preemptive postcoital 

death in order that he might disavow his own castration anxiety.32 While Sidney’s survival 

allows the female spectator to experience a kind of liberation, Tatum’s death tamps down that 

success: Sometimes, teenage girls die simply because they are teenage girls. 

 Similar postcoital punishments occur across the cycle. In I Know What You Did Last 

Summer, the two teenage heroines choose their male sexual partners; but when the teens return 

from the beach where they’ve just had sex, one boy’s drunkenness and the other’s distractedness 

leads to the teens’ hit-and-run, the event that sets in motion the serial killer. In this regard, every 

death in I Know What You Did Last Summer is a covert postcoital one, part of the two girls’ 

torture for choosing selfish, irresponsible partners.33 And of course, there are also numerous 

overt postcoital deaths that, like Tatum’s, do little to revise the ethos of the first cycle. For 

                                                        
32 The two killers also quickly dispatch of Principal Himbry in a comedic moment and 

cameraman Kenny Jones because he stands between them and Sidney, but these male deaths are 

incidental to the level of violence and screen time devoted to female deaths. 

33 While the number of male versus female victims is exactly equal in I Know What You Did Last 

Summer, of the core group of four friends, the two girl’s torture is significantly greater than the 

two boys. As Casey did in Scream, Helen is forced to watch the murder of her boyfriend Barry 

before herself being stalked in killed in an extended sequence that includes the murder of her 

sister.  
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example, in Halloween H20, serial killer Michael Myers quickly dispatches with a sex-obsessed 

young couple just as he might have in the first Halloween. In Urban Legend—the first film of the 

cycle to receive an R-rating for sex in addition to violence—the protagonist’s roommate dies 

during her participation in sadomasochistic sex, and one of her other friends (played by the 

overtly sexualized Tara Reid) is chased and cornered in the radio station where she hosts a sex-

advice radio show, a symbol of female empowerment to disseminate sexual knowledge.34 Urban 

Legends and Halloween H20 don’t attempt to hide the fact that these punishments occur because 

of the women’s sexual activities. In Scream, Billy Loomis articulates this logic. When Sidney 

asks him why he’s been torturing her, why he murdered her mother, he says it was because her 

mother “was a slut-bag whore.”  

 Cherry Falls is the exception that proves the rule. The premise of the film is that a serial 

killer is murdering virginal teens. The murderer is seeking revenge on behalf of his deceased 

mother Laura Lee Sherman, who was raped by a group of boys she went to high school with. The 

boys are now parents, in roles of power such as principal, sheriff, and businessman. Cherry Falls 

unsettles their patriarchal authority by granting Sherman posthumous revenge and blaming the 

deaths of the teens not on her or her murderous son, but on the girls’ fathers. The film also 

unsettles our expectations of postcoital death, as the teens scramble to have casual sex in order to 

avoid murder. Put another way, the film sanctions casual premarital sex as not only survivable 

but necessary for survival. However, US theaters were apparently unprepared to screen such a 

message. After the film struggled to receive an R-rating from the MPAA after five rounds of re-

editing and reshooting a pivotal death scene, the film still failed to have a domestic theatrical 

                                                        
34 None of the Scream or Summer series receive sex-based MPAA ratings, according to the rating 

explanation on the back of the DVD jackets. 
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release.35 And unlike the other neoslashers, which pivoted into franchises, Cherry Falls remained 

a standalone story with a comparatively limited viewership and popular culture presence. 

 Rather than entirely sanctioning premarital sex, neoslashers had to instead offer a mere 

potential for liberation, dealt out in the survival of sexually active Final Girls of Scream and I 

Know What You Did Last Summer. But while these two victim–heroines offer sexually active 

survival as a possibility, note that there was a greater number of chaste than promiscuous Final 

Girls: Urban Legend’s Natalie and Urban Legend: Final Cut’s Amy show no interest in sex, and 

Cherry Falls’s Jody somehow finds a way to be a virginal survivor of a virgin-killing murderer. 

Scream complicated the regulatory messaging by calling viewer’s attention to it. Billy is 

psychotic, his motives are clear, and he represents the anxieties of the teenage female audience: 

That is, they might be punished for having sex with the wrong boyfriend. However, this is the 

only direct explanation across the cycle that a woman’s sexuality is in and of itself the motive for 

her punishment. In the films that follow, the reason for death ostensibly stems from revenge.36 

This displacement disguises the regulatory message of these films: It’s not sex that leads to 

death, but rather sex that leads to a hit and run that leads to death. 

 This revision of postcoital death is linked to the neoslasher’s employment of a double 

plot: a romantic arc always runs parallel to the serial killer narrative. This is a shift from the 

initial cycle, which included coupling but not in terms that depicted both avoiding murder and 

finding love as equivalently significant points.37 Harry M. Benshoff invoking Richard Dyer notes 

                                                        
35 Derek Elley, “Cherry Falls,” Variety, October 2, 2000, sec. Film Reviews. 

36 Shary, Generation Multiplex, 186. 

37 Carrie (Brian DePalma, 1976) is an exception to this rule. In Chapter 3 I discuss the film’s 

significance in the genealogy of teen horror, particularly the supernatural cycle. 
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that “in the horror film it is usually the heterosexualized hero and heroine who are stereotyped—

painted with broad brushstrokes—while the villains and monsters are given more complex, 

‘novelistic’ characterizations. . . . In many films, normative heterosexuality is reduced to a 

trifling narrative convention, one that becomes increasingly unnecessary and outmoded as the 

genre evolves across the years.”38 Apparently against his proclamation, normative 

heterosexuality in the neoslasher is (albeit perhaps still trifling) absolutely necessary to the genre. 

The films rely on a long-term boyfriend and girlfriend, often who are trying to decide whether or 

not to have sex for the first time; or an attractive teenage girl and boy who, thanks to the 

investigation into who is murdering their friends, become a couple. The romance–horror plot was 

part of studio’s move to attract female viewers based on gendered stereotypes of audience 

desires, and it has the regulatory effect of depicting heterosexuality as inevitable for that 

demographic. It also has the additional and more obvious effect of depicting sexual relationships 

as innately dangerous, a connection that recalls the first slasher cycle. The romance arc also 

serves to recall the pleasure–danger paradigm of the erotic thriller’s syntax. This mutuality of 

love, sex, and danger stands to hold up the conservative ideology of the time that would have 

teenage women abstain from sexual intercourse. But confusingly, the cycle does not imagine 

perhaps the most obvious escape from its syntax—queer relationships that rebuke the patriarchal, 

heterosexist order.  

 Scream offers the first iteration of the romance–murder double plot. As Sidney and 

Billy’s relationship vectors toward intercourse, the viewer senses that Sidney’s final 

                                                        
38 Harry M. Benshoff, “The Monster and the Homosexual,” in The Dread of Difference: Gender 

and the Horror Film, ed. Barry Keith Grant, Second edition, Texas Film and Media Studies 

Series (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2015), 125. 
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confrontation with the killer is also approaching; we know from years of watching slashers, that 

the dénouement will result in their face off and her survival. Sidney has been in a long-term, 

heterosexual, monogamous relationship for two years with a partner who has waited until she is 

finally ready to have sex. But what seems to be the ideal set up for a romantic, consensual sex 

scene becomes its opposite, a hallmark of depictions of sex in thrillers and horror as Tanya 

Krzywinska notes.39 Rather than being a tender moment, the overcoming of all of the obstacles 

these two young people have faced in order to finally consummate their relationship, the sex 

scene between Billy and Sidney amplifies the viewer’s anxiety. As the two fall to the bed, the 

scene cuts to Randy explaining “The Rules” of slasher movies—“Number 1? You can never 

have sex.” Parallel scenes of the teens watching Halloween and the search for Ghostface 

continue to interrupt erotic moments in the bedroom. In the shots where we do see Billy and 

Sidney, the imagery is chaste. Shortly after Randy announces, “Look! Here comes the obligatory 

tit shot,” Sidney begins to unhook her bra. But by using Skeet Ulrich’s body as a visual barrier, 

the frame blocks our view so that this moment is in fact less explicit than that from Halloween 

being watched by the teen viewers downstairs (see Figure 2.2).  Screening sex in the context of 

films made for teenage girls is about not screening sex.40 The absence of eroticism in this scene 

makes the sex scene’s presence in the neoslasher more terrifying than pleasurable, emphasized 

by the revelation that Billy is in fact the killer. As Kathleen Rowe Karlyn notes in her discussion 

of this moment, “[Scream] does not shrink from the realization that sex is tied to violence and 

                                                        
39 See Tanya Krzywinska, Sex and the Cinema (London: Wallflower, 2006), 31. 

40 Note, for example, the difference between amount of nudity and softcore in Wild Things, and 

erotic thriller marketed toward adult men, versus that absence of it in Cruel Intentions, an erotic 

thriller marketed toward young adult women. 
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power and thus is dangerous. [. . .] For a generation that gave a name to date rape, Scream shows 

how easily a trusted friend can become a potential rapist.”41 Sidney has just lost her virginity to 

her mother’s rapist and murderer; her decision to have sex was not only cause for punishment but 

part of her punishment, something no Final Girl before her has had to overcome. Yet the film 

and popular culture writ large ought to have prepared us for this misogynism-driven fate. As 

Randy, standing in the video store’s horror section, flippantly notes earlier in the film, “There’s 

always some stupid bullshit reason to kill your girlfriend.” 

 

 

Figure 2.2. Skeet Ulrich’s body used to block our view of Neve Campbell’s breasts in 

Scream’s “obligatory tit shot” (Dimension Films, 1996). 

 

The neoslasher provides an alternative to boyfriends who are murderers: boyfriends who are 

saviors. The Final Girl in a boyfriend-as-savior story is on the same trajectory as Sidney, heading 

for romance at the same time that she’s nearing a faceoff with the killer. These films still 

                                                        
41 Kathleen Rowe Karlyn, Unruly Girls, Unrepentant Mothers: Redefining Feminism on Screen 

(University of Texas Press, 2011), 102. 
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embrace the dual Is He–Isn’t He the Killer/Will They–Won’t They Have Sex narratives. For 

example, in I Know What You Did Last Summer, Julie accuses her former boyfriend of being the 

murderer, as do the Final Girls in the Urban Legend franchise and Cherry Falls. But in each 

instance, the boyfriend serves as the red herring; the teenage girl suspects him of being the 

murderer, only to be (semi-)rescued by the boy she’s accused. Why does the genre pivot between 

deranged boyfriends who rape and murder to those who save the day, with very few options in 

between?42 Because casual, innocuous coupling would fail to foreground sex and romance as 

concomitant with violence and fear—the discursive thrust of conservative messaging regarding 

teen sex, including abstinence-only education programs that purported “abstinence from sexual 

activity is the only certain way to avoid out-of-wedlock pregnancy, sexually transmitted diseases, 

and other associated health problems.”43  

 Even though they involve a rescue, Final Couplings are equally linked to violence. We 

have the distinct feeling that without the shared experience of torment, the Final Couples might 

have gone their separate ways or might never have come together in the first place. Oddly, the 

link between romance and violence is not simply about condemning sex outside of marriage; at 

the end of I Still Know What You Did Last Summer, Ray and Julie have just been married when 

the killer drags Julie under the bed and (probably) murders her. In short, the films acknowledge 

an inherent violence within heterosexual romance, a potentially liberatory message for the 

teenage female audience. At the same time, however, these divergent narratives depict 

                                                        
42 Derek, Sidney’s boyfriend in Scream 2 proves to only be the friend of the killer, not the killer 

himself. He neither rescues nor tortures Sidney. 

43 Social Security Administration, Social Security Act: Separate Program for Abstinence 

Education. 
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heterosexuality as inevitable—compulsory, in Adrienne Rich’s vocabulary—conveying a 

trapped-ness for the heroines.44 And the agency of teenage men is what predicts her fate; his 

decision making rather than the hers dictates whether she’ll find safety or death in romantic 

partnership. However, while teenage boys have power over the Final Girl’s fate, those who 

choose a path toward rape, torture, and murder—the Billy Loomis’s of the world—end up dead 

at the end. No matter what the boyfriend chooses, the neo–Final Girl is the one who returns for 

the sequel. 

 The Final Girl’s characterization as simultaneously disempowered and empowered lays 

bare the cycle’s undecidedness on female agency. This recalls Yvonne Tasker’s description of 

postfeminist film as “both highly knowing about sex and gender (both cognizant of sexism and 

knowing with respect to sexual innuendo) and deeply invested in conventional modes of 

femininity.”45 Fradley suggests that the Final Girls of turn-of-the-millennium teen horror embody 

neo-liberal femininity: “competitive individualism and sexualized self-definition,” which 

includes a “hyperregulated appearance and devotion to the postfeminist strictures of erotic 

capital: all lipgloss, pneumatic cleavage and immaculately straightened hair.”46 Yet in lumping 

the teen horror of a ten-year period into a single discussion, as Craig and Fradley do in their 

                                                        
44 Rich, “Compulsory Heterosexuality and Lesbian Existence.” 

45 Yvonne Tasker, “Enchanted (2007) by Postfeminism: Gender, Irony, and the New Romantic 

Comedy,” in Feminism at the Movies: Understanding Gender in Contemporary Popular 

Cinema, ed. Hilary Radner and Rebecca Stringer (London: Routledge, 2011), 68. 

46 Fradley, “‘Hell Is a Teenage Girl?’: Postfeminism and Contemporary Teen Horror,” 211, 212. 
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earlier work as well, he conflates two cycles as one.47 And in doing so, his article leaves room 

for more investigation into the neoslasher as a transitional moment that existed between the so-

called traditional and neoliberal depictions of young women in teen horror. “While traditional 

femininity connotes ‘sex object,’” Yael D. Sherman notes, cited by Fradley, “neoliberal 

femininity connotes competent subject; while traditional femininity implies dependence, 

neoliberal femininity implies independence; while traditional femininity is associated with the 

sin of vanity, neoliberal femininity implies that one is actively self-responsible.”48 While Fradley 

may be right that teen horror of the late 2000s, such as Jennifer’s Body (Karyn Kusama, 2009) 

and Sorority Row (Stewart Hendler, 2009), express horror at neoliberal femininity, the 

neoslashers of the preceding period capitalize on a liminal Final Girl who exists somewhere 

between object and subject, dependent and independent, traditional and postfeminist. 

 Then eighteen-year-old Jennifer Love Hewitt, star of I Know What You Did Last Summer, 

describes her character’s liminality (albeit in somewhat naïve terms) suggesting that teen female 

viewers were able to identify with her character because of her existence between traditional and 

neoliberal femininity: “She was sexy and a girl but she was strong.”49 Sitting opposite her 

1970s–1980s counterpart, the neo–Final Girl is pointedly not boyish. Sidney, arguably the most 

                                                        
47 Craig and Fradley, “Teenage Traumata: Youth, Affective Politics, and the Contemporary 

American Horror Film.” 

48 Yael D. Sherman, “Neoliberal Femininity in Miss Congeniality (2000),” in Feminism at the 

Movies: Understanding Gender in Contemporary Popular Cinema, ed. Hilary Radner and 

Rebecca Stringer (Oxon ; Routledge, 2011), 80; Fradley, “‘Hell Is a Teenage Girl?’: 

Postfeminism and Contemporary Teen Horror,” 211. 

49 Weeks, “‘Scream’ Movies Cultivate Special Audience: Girls.” 
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famous Final Girl of the period, is the exception to this rule. Many of her friends call her by the 

name “Sid,” and her hair is often in a sporty ponytail. She always wears jeans. These qualities 

present her in the terms similar to the original slasher cycle’s androgynous Final Girl. However, 

the rest of the films in the cycle jettison this “boyishness” in favor of a “feminine” Final Girl. 

Her bedroom is always pink.50 Her name is unmistakably a girl’s: Amy, Natalie, Julie.51 Her 

beauty appears effortless, very unlike in the postfeminist films cited by Fradley.52 She is not 

entirely independent; she will always ask for help, from police, her friends, and from a male 

romantic partner. Still, she wields power typically withheld from young female characters. She is 

intelligent and will have superior investigatory skills, having caught on to the killer’s plan before 

anyone else. She will employ an active investigating gaze, usually reserved for male characters.53 

If we take Hewitt at her word, it seems that even as the films were inclined to present a stronger 

version of femininity, the Final Girl of the period needed to remain performatively “girl-y.” 

While this gender performance is subtextual, unlike that in Cruel Intentions which would come 

later in the decade, it is nonetheless apparent due to its ubiquity and stereotypical nature. The 

unsettledness of the Final Girl as both empowered and disempowered, subject to performing 

                                                        
50 Yes, reader. Her bedroom is always pink.  

51 These names were all within the top 100 girl’s names in 1980s, the birth decade of teenagers at 

the time Scream released. US Social Security Administration, “Top Names of the 1980s,” 

accessed December 7, 2018, https://www.ssa.gov/oact/babynames/decades/names1980s.html.   

52 See, for example, his discussion of Jennifer’s Body. Fradley, “‘Hell Is a Teenage Girl?’: 

Postfeminism and Contemporary Teen Horror,” 214. 

53 Clover, Men, Women, and Chain Saws, 48. See also Mulvey, “Visual Pleasure and Narrative 

Cinema.”. 
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femaleness while also resisting that performance, reveals how the cycle was negotiating the issue 

of femininity. If we only focus on the boyfriend-as-savior conclusion or read the more 

performatively feminine elements of a Final Girl’s character as simply a return to normative 

gender roles, we miss the ways in which the neoslasher negotiates the question of adolescent 

female agency. 

 Hewitt’s character Julie in I Know What You Did Last Summer is more confused than the 

other Final Girls in terms of her agency and gender performance. As stated earlier, the film 

begins with a group of friends returning from the beach when they accidentally strike a 

pedestrian with their car. Afterward, they decide to dump the body and pretend the hit and run 

never happened. But the next summer, the teens reunite when people around them begin to die. 

A serial killer with an attachment to the pedestrian they hit is back for revenge, picking them off 

one by one, along with a slew of innocent bystanders. Through the bulk of the film, Julie is 

subject rather than object: she chooses to have sex with her boyfriend, goes off to college on her 

own, and leads the investigation into who the murderer might be. At a pivotal moment during the 

investigation, she stands in the road and yells to the killer, “What are you waiting for, huh!” with 

her arms outstretched. This gesture depicts her as active, ready to fight off her attacker (see 

Figure 2.3). While her friends stand behind her, petrified, Julie is instead enraged, an explicitly 

unfeminine response to fear. She stands in a powerful stance, inviting her attacker to come and 

end it all, a response that overturns generic expectations that the Final Girl personify abject 

terror. However, when Julie finally is attacked by the killer, the film undoes this characterization 

and returns her to a trembling, passive state (see Figure 2.4). We see her cowering in a corner as 

the killer drives her deeper into the bowels of the boat, chambers that he penetrates and she flees, 

buying time until her boyfriend arrives to save her. Her hands remain by her sides, inactive. She 

never fights back. The only actions she is allowed is to scream wordlessly. In a single film, the 
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Final Girl embodies both activity and passivity; she is both empowered agent and abject victim. 

As Tony Williams notes, “If dominated by patriarchal forces, the Final Girl’s victory may be 

totally contaminated.”54 Perhaps not totally contaminated, as resistant reading practices allow: I 

can focus on one image of Julie over another. Yet she is “dominated by patriarchal forces” in the 

films conclusion, closed in by the murderer, her boyfriend, and her passivity. In terms of 

ritual/ideological fit, she embodies uncertainty and confusion over how much liberation female 

moviegoers were presumed to desire to see and how much filmmakers were willing to offer 

them.55  

 

                                                        
54 Tony Williams, “Trying to Survive on the Darker Side: 1980s Family Horror,” in The Dread 

of Difference: Gender and the Horror Film, ed. Barry Keith Grant, Second edition, Texas Film 

and Media Studies Series (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2015), 207. 

55 Tony Williams extends this uncertainty across a larger body of horror, including the first cycle 

of slashers (although more so in psychoanalytic terms than in terms of genre). He writes, “While 

affected by conservative values of the Reagan era, family values in these horror films are by no 

means entirely victorious. Works of the 1980s and 1990s stress hesitancy rather than opposition, 

a hesitancy undergoing several fluctuations in particular works.” Williams, 204. 
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Figure 2.3. Julie stands in front of her friends, screaming, “What are you waiting for, 

huh!” (Mandalay Entertainment, 1997). 

 

 

Figure 2.4. Julie recoils and screams wordlessly, crouching in the dark as she waits on her 

boyfriend to rescue her (Mandalay Entertainment, 1997). 

 

 If I Know What You Did Last Summer reflects cultural uncertainty about the 

characterization of the 1990s teenage girl via Julie, then Urban Legend is in crisis over the issue, 
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as demonstrated by the film’s duo of teen female survivors: Final Girl Natalie and her tormentor 

Brenda. Brenda and Natalie’s final confrontation, when Brenda reveals that she is the one who 

has been stalking Natalie, highlights the film’s ambivalent logic in terms of appropriate female 

behavior. Natalie is only able to escape thanks to the arrival of her love interest Paul and the 

campus security officer, which aligns her with Julie at the close of I Know What You Did Last 

Summer. But rather than sanctioning heterosexual coupling, the film instead unsettles it. Paul is 

impotent as a savior, doing very little rescuing before losing his gun. Brenda’s motive, too, 

undermines the value of heterosexuality: She has been driven “crazy” because Natalie caused her 

boyfriend, who she hoped to marry, to swerve off of the road. Being too in love, too focused on 

marriage is equally as dangerous as casual sex, which as mentioned earlier resulted in the 

postcoital deaths of two of Natalie’s friends.  

 Allowing for a teenage girl to serve as the killer, the penetrative force, is a marked shift 

in the slasher genre that emphasizes crosspollination in the teen horrors cycle of the era. 

Brenda’s characterization as femme fatale is a familiar trope of the erotic thriller as is the risk 

that a teenage girl’s drive toward romance might result in psychosis. From 1993’s The Crush to 

2002’s Swimfan, teenage girls have murdered and maimed in the name of love. The mise-en-

scène of Urban Legend’s final confrontation, too, mimics the erotic thriller: candles are lit, the 

lighting is dim, and Natalie is tied to a bed. And as in erotic thrillers, while the film reminds its 

viewers of the risks of female emotions, it doesn’t punish Brenda with death, dismemberment, or 

even ostracization. The final shot shows her sitting on another campus, hair perfectly combed, 

smiling as she listens to the story of her own violence told in the style of an urban legend. Her 

dual personality—a psycho beneath a beautiful façade—recalls the monstrous-feminine, a key  

trope in the concurrent supernatural film cycle, discussed in the next chapter. More so than 

chaste Final Girl Natalie, who we leave reeling from the deaths of her friends, monstrous Brenda 
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is the one who gets the happy ending. The neoslasher heroine, as it turns out, only offers viewers 

so much in terms of freedom. 

 

Violence of Compulsory Heterosexuality. Returning to our starting point, let me reiterate: 

These films were very popular with adolescent women. But even if they weren’t “for” men in the 

way the original slasher cycle was, we shouldn’t forget that these movies were produced, written, 

and directed by men, and male anxieties and the trappings of patriarchal culture reverberate 

throughout. That is, a young woman’s attempt at agency often results in her death. She only has 

so much control over her own body, given that her destiny is determined by her boyfriend. And 

she is tethered to a sanctioned performance of femininity. This contradiction between viewing 

pleasure and regulation is reflected in the contradictions inherent in scholarly takes on the subject 

of neoslashers as well as the formula the films revised. Postcoital death has been concealed, 

thereby allowing for sexually active survivors. The films acknowledge the real damage that a 

deranged boyfriend could do, even if in that acknowledgment risks are exaggerated and 

boyfriends as saviors become necessary to balance out serial killer boyfriends. Final Girls can be 

both strong and feminine in a way that the previous cycle did not accommodate, even if that 

femininity conforms to gender stereotypes. In recalling the first slasher cycle, Isabel Pinedo 

suggests that “the slasher film is after all an expression of male anxiety about female agency in 

which female agency wins out.”56 I’m not sure that such a neat claim resonates with my analysis 

of the neoslasher cycle. The films’ anxiety with regard to adolescent sex suggests a nervousness 

                                                        
56 Isabel Cristina Pinedo, Recreational Terror: Women and the Pleasures of Horror Film 

Viewing, SUNY Series, Interruptions--Border Testimony(Ies) and Critical Discourse/S (Albany: 

State University of New York Press, 1997), 85. 
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to fully allow female agency to “win out.” The explicit denial of queerness, which teen erotic 

thrillers readily depict and supernatural films rely upon, seems significant here. Given the genre 

crossover between the cycles—particularly the erotic thrillers and neoslashers—it seems 

significant that the potential of same-sex romance is a semantic that the neoslasher elected not to 

borrow from the concurrent teen horror cycle. If the Final Girl’s trouble starts and ends with her 

boyfriend, then why does she continue to need him?  

 The discomfort I feel with Pinedo’s winning out comes from neoslashers’s inability to 

imagine an alternative to its heterosexist patriarchal structure. At once I feel that these films 

acknowledge the anxieties I felt as a young woman and make me feel that those anxieties are 

inescapable. This is in part because of the repetitive nature of cycles: If the same story is told 

over and over, well, maybe it’s true. It’s also in part because of the repetitive nature of stories of 

female victims of male aggressors. As I listened to Christine Blassy Ford’s recent testimony 

during the Brett Kavanaugh hearing, I was struck by the similarity of the scene she described to 

the neoslasher: 

I believed he was going to rape me. I tried to yell for help. When I did, Brett put his hand 

over my mouth to stop me from screaming. This was what terrified me the most, and has 

had the most lasting impact on my life. It was hard for me to breathe, and I thought that 

Brett was accidentally going to kill me. Both Brett and Mark were drunkenly laughing 

during the attack. They both seemed to be having a good time.57  

                                                        
57 Christine Blasey Ford, Debra S. Katz, and Lisa J. Banks to Mike Davis Chief Counsel for 

Nominations, “Letter to US Senate Judiciary Committee,” September 26, 2018, 

https://www.judiciary.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/09-27-18%20Ford%20Testimony.pdf. 

Emphasis included in the original. 
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A young woman in pain, fearing for her life, as two boys laugh provides the cinematic fodder for 

this cycle of horror, recalling for me Billy and Stu laughing as they reveal themselves to Sidney, 

threatening to penetrate her with a knife while noting that Billy has already successfully sexually 

penetrated her (see Figure 2.5). I agree with Shary, Trencansky, and Wee, who note that one of 

the neoslasher cycle’s significant reinventions of the slasher formula is its use of an everyday 

killer. A seemingly normal teenager as serial killer offers “viewers a potentially recognizable and 

terrifyingly familiar villain,” Wee writes.58 However, I would point out that this new villain 

prototyped by Billy and Stu is linked not simply to adolescent anxiety, as Wee and Trencansky 

suggest, but to female adolescent anxiety in a heterosexist patriarchy.59 While neoslashers 

provided a fantasy of escape from this tormenter, in both Final Girl Sidney who survives and the 

boyfriends who rescue rather than torture their girlfriends, they also depict a world in which 

torment is inevitable. The threat of rape and physical pain as depicted in the neoslasher not only 

has the regulatory effect of encouraging teenage women toward abstinence but the effect of 

                                                        
58 Wee, “Resurrecting and Updating the Teen Slasher,” 55. 

59 Trencasnky (73) and Wee (55) both suggest this is a result of the mass school shootings of the 

decade. Craig and Fradley also leave room for this interpretation, incorporating a discussion of 

Elephant (Gus Van Sant, 2003) into their characterization of teen film of the period. However, it 

seems that gun violence is a far-removed concern from the neoslasher, particularly because the 

killers prefer the standard penetrative weapon of the first cycle. Also note that a gun is in fact the 

weapon that helps Sidney ultimately survive, which does not seem to consider the context of 

school shootings. In the conclusion, I instead suggest that the increase in school shootings was 

one of several cultural shifts that lead to the close of these three overlapping horror cycles, as 

random violence rather than sex became the focus of horror.  
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depicting rape culture as an unavoidable side-effect of the heterosexist patriarchal culture in 

which we’re all entrapped. 

 

Figure 2.5. Stu and Billy smile as they corner Sidney, with Billy directing his knife at her 

chest (Dimension Films, 1996).
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CHAPTER THREE: 
THE QUEER POTENTIAL OF THE MONSTROUS-FEMININE IN THE TEEN 

SUPERNATURAL CYCLE 
 

“We are the weirdos, mister.” 
—Nancy in The Craft (Andrew Fleming, 1996) 

 
 

While the first slasher cycle is certainly crucial to the development of teen horror of the 

1990s—to erotic thrillers and neoslashers, especially—Carrie (Brian DePalma, 1976) serves as 

another ancestral text. Like slasher films, Carrie links sex to violence, with the title character’s 

telekinetic powers developing alongside puberty, building at the same rate as her attraction to 

golden-boy Tommy Ross. And the film’s generic hybridity—invoking comedy, horror, and 

romance—serves as something of a model for turn-of-the-millennium teen horror. Pamela Craig 

and Martin Fradley draw a link between Carrie and 1990s teen horror because of this generic 

hybridity and the film’s emphasis on high school socialization, as well as the film’s interest in 

female subjectivity; Carrie White is a victim of systematic, institutionalized misogyny.1 This 

view of Carrie is shared by many who read the film as a story of female anger and repressed 

sexuality, stressing her victimization within a patriarchal society. However, as Shelley Stamp has 

emphasized, Carrie is not only a victim but also a monster: Her empowerment, as well as her 

being the victim of bullying and child abuse, results in mass murder.2 Because she is not only a 

                                                        
1 Craig and Fradley, “Teenage Traumata: Youth, Affective Politics, and the Contemporary 

American Horror Film,” 89. 

2Shelley Stamp, “Horror, Femininity, and Carrie’s Monstrous Puberty,” in The Dread of 

Difference: Gender and the Horror Film, ed. Barry Keith Grant, Second edition, Texas Film and 

Media Studies Series (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2015), 329–345. 
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female monster but a supernatural female monster, Carrie White is of particular interest to the 

supernatural cycle of 1990s teen horror. Whereas erotic thrillers and neoslashers center on 

monsters drawn from real-life, in the form of deranged boyfriends and serial killers, supernatural 

beings are ontologically distinct from the world in which we live. They are paranormally 

empowered, defying our understanding of the laws of nature as Carrie’s ability to move objects 

with her mind does. The following chapter builds on Craig and Fradley’s work, while following 

Stamp’s lead, underscoring the role that female monsters play in the 1990s supernatural cycle.  

Across the cycle, female monsters haunt the heterosexist, suburban, white landscape. 

“Like sexual difference,” Stamp writes, invoking Steve Neale, “the monster introduces a 

threatening heterogeneity into the category of the human.”3 In depicting bodily differences of 

female monsters, the cycle recalls Julie Kristeva’s characterization of abjection as “what disturbs 

identity, system, order. What does not respect borders, positions, rules.”4 Creed extends 

Kristeva’s argument in order to characterize the monstrous-feminine, who is terrifying because 

her dual personality—her possession, lycanthropy, vampirism, or invasion—underscores 

woman’s ability to hide her abjection.5 “She may appear pure and beautiful on the outside,” 

Creed writes, “but evil may, nevertheless, reside within.” This “stereotype of feminine evil” 

reverberates across the cycle in the portrayal of “pure and beautiful” teenage girls.6 In The Craft 

(Andrew Flemming, 1996), they are a misfit, bullied teens who turn to witchcraft. In An 

                                                        
3 Stamp, 333; Steve Neale, Genre (London: BFI Books, 1987), 21, 60.. 

4 Julia Kristeva, Powers of Horror: An Essay on Abjection, European Perspectives (New York: 

Columbia University Press, 1982), 4. 

5 Creed, The Monstrous-Feminine, 32, 42. 

6 Creed, 42. 
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American Werewolf in Paris (Anthony Waller, 1997), she is the blonde Parisian who turns out to 

be a werewolf, a carrier of the lycanthropy disease. In The Faculty (Robert Rodriguez, 1998), she 

is an alien in the sunny Southern girl’s body. While these literal female monsters signify a kind 

of supernatural abject, they also signify the mundane monstrosity of female sexual maturity—

that is, the filthy female body that menstruates, carries disease, and might become pregnant. 

Particularly in those films directed to a male audience, a fear of the developing female body 

reverberates throughout the cycle. In addition to a fear of her body, however, is a fear of what 

how monstrosity might empower young women. These films depict the queer potential of the 

monstrous-feminine, a figure who might opt out of heterosexual monogamy in favor of 

(supernatural) empowerment; in doing so, she has the potential to undermine the entire system of 

patriarchal power. 

While there are more radical definitions of queerness, I am here identifying “queer” as an 

alternative to compulsive heterosexuality, monogamy and marriage. While the characters we 

encounter in the cycle do not explicitly identify as LGBTQ+ nor do they engage in same-sex 

acts, the monstrous-feminine is depicted in terms of her existence outside normative sexuality 

and gender roles. This broad definition of queerness is precipitated by the narrow definition of 

normativity in the late 1990s. The Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA) voided those same-sex 

marriages that states had issued by stating that “the word ‘marriage’ means only a legal union 

between one man and one woman as husband and wife, and the word ‘spouse’ refers only to a 

person of the opposite sex who is a husband or a wife.” 7 In offering a definition of marriage that 

excludes rather than mandates against same-sex coupling, DOMA formalizes the ostracization of 

same-sex couples, assumed compulsory nature of heterosexuality, and renders a same-sex 

                                                        
7 Defense of Marriage Act. 
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couples discursively invisible. At the same time, abstinence-only sex education curriculum 

similarly made no explicit mention of same-sex relationships, even to condemn them as the 

previous period’s AIDS-phobic safe-sex curriculum did.8 Together, these two legislative moves 

are part of the “violence of silence and omission” indicted by Douglas Crimp in his assessment 

of the response to the AIDS crisis.9 Abstinence’s imposition of silence around sexuality, 

however, went beyond same-sex couples. For example, Sex Respect was one widely used 

program tested by the US Office of Adolescent Pregnancy Programs; in addition to denying the 

existence of sexual relationships outside of heterosexual marriage, the Sex Respect curriculum 

did not make mention of “basic information on growth and development, anatomy, physiology, 

masturbation, childbirth, sexual response, sexual orientation, contraception, abortion, and sexual 

abuse.”10 In light of the wide-ranging forbiddenness of conversations, I widen the definition of 

queerness during the cycle. While characters become more and more conventionally identifiable 

as queer by the early 2000s, as is the case with The Forsaken (J. S. Cardone, 2001), at the 

beginning of the cycle a character’s queerness surfaces in their refusal to participate in normative 

heterosexuality, as in the case of The Craft (Andrew Fleming, 1996). In all cases, however, 

queerness is a form of resistance, in opposition to the misogynistic and homophobic powers that 

enabled gendered and sexualized violence. 

                                                        
8 Social Security Administration, Social Security Act: Separate Program for Abstinence 

Education; Collins, “Do As I Say . . . Should We Teach Only Abstinence in Sex Education?,” 2. 

9 Douglas Crimp, “Mourning and Militancy,” October 51 (Winter 1989): 9. 

10 Patricia Goodson and Elizabeth Edmundson, “The Problematic Promotion of Abstinence: An 

Overview of Sex Respect,” Journal of School Health 64, no. 5 (May 1994): 205–10, 

https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1746-1561.1994.tb03301.x. 
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As I interrogate the monstrous-feminine in teen supernatural films, a bifurcated picture of 

the cycle emerges. There appear to be two divergent yet inseparable formulas, operating with 

nuanced differences depending on their intended audience. One formula orients the cycle toward 

teenage female viewers and explores the potential power one might draw from the queerness of 

the monstrous-feminine. The Craft is the primary text in this group, although female leads in new 

supernatural teen gothic television series were prolific across the period, such as in Buffy the 

Vampire Slayer (The WB, 1997–2001; UPN, 2001–2003), Charmed (The WB, 1998–2001; 

UPN, 2001–2006), and Roswell (The WB, 1999–2001; UPN 2001–2002). Other minor films 

existed in the tradition but did not receive attention and/or theatrical releases in the United States, 

such as Little Witches (Jane Simpson, 1996), The Rage: Carrie 2 (Katt Shea, 1999), and Ginger 

Snaps (John Fawcett, 2000). The second far more prolific formula, oriented toward teenage male 

viewers, explores methods for containing the power of the monstrous-feminine, either through 

her rescue or defeat, recalling the containment of femme fatales in the erotic thriller cycle. While 

the two arms of the bifurcated cycle appear diametrically opposed projects, a discussion of them 

in tandem indicates a simultaneous fear and fascination with sexual difference that lends to our 

overall understanding of the malleability of syntax in terms of a film cycle.  

 

Drawing Power from the Monstrous-Feminine in The Craft. While the monstrous-feminine 

was largely depicted in terms of its to-be-feared-ness across the cycle, The Craft offers an 

alternative picture of monstrosity as a source of power. The movie follows four misfit girls, each 

ostracized by their private Catholic high school’s social hierarchy: Nancy comes from a low-

income household; Rochelle is black; Bonnie has intense scarring all over her body; and Sarah is 

the new girl, recovering from a suicide attempt. United by their differences, the four come 

together to form a coven, a homosocial group outside of the heterosexist and racist ecology of 
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their school. But as their power grows so do their negative character traits, all of which align 

with stereotypically feminine vices: Nancy becomes greedier, Bonnie becomes vainer, and 

Rochelle becomes more vindictive. Only Sarah remains morally “pure,” her love spell 

conforming to the conservative project of heterosexuality. When Sarah realizes that her friends 

are “abusing” their power, particularly Nancy, she withdraws from the coven and the monstrous-

feminine; so her three former friends attack her in her sleep and attempt to lure her to suicide. 

The film’s conclusion allows for Sarah’s survival and punishes the other three girls for using the 

occult for selfish purposes; Bonnie and Rochelle lose their powers, while Nancy is confined to a 

mental hospital.  

 Given this moralizing ending, contemporary critics condemned the film as overly 

conservative. One reviewer writes, “Because ‘The Craft’s’ target audience—trendy 

adolescents—is usually turned off by such prim finger-wagging, Fleming masks this ‘700 Club’ 

message with a raucous MTV veneer. [. . .] It’s a testament to the movie’s inherent conservatism 

that the climax pits Nancy against Sarah in the supernatural equivalent of a hair-pulling, face-

scratching catfight.”11 Recalling Carrie’s conclusion in which she burns to death after fully 

realizing her telekinetic powers, The Craft offers female outcasts strength through witchcraft 

only to punish them for their empowerment in the end. Despite its conclusion, The Craft is 

marked not by its “inherent conservatism” but its inherent queerness.12 This is not subtextual or 

connotative queerness, which Harry M. Benshoff theorizes when he writes, “homosexuality 

                                                        
11 Doug Hamilton, “‘The Craft’ ** 1/2 Starring Robin Tunney and Neve Campbell. Directed by 

Andrew Fleming,” Atlanta Journal Constitution, May 3, 1996. 

12 My reasoning here is influenced by Alexander Doty, Making Things Perfectly Queer: 

Interpreting Mass Culture (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1993). 
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becomes a subtle but undoubtedly present signifier that usually serves to characterize the villain 

or monster.”13 Rather, the queerness of The Craft is central to our understanding of the film and 

the role that the monstrous-feminine plays within it and in the context of the greater supernatural 

cycle of the period. And if we read the film in terms of the larger generic moment in which it 

was emplaced, this queerness and homosociality becomes an escape from the dangers of sex in 

the patriarchal system in which femme fatales and Final Girls are trapped.  

While each of the young women have a number of layered issues that lead to their 

othering—race, mental illness, physical deformity, class—a heterosexual romance–horror arc 

nonetheless drives The Craft’s plot. The first conversation that the four girls have centers around 

Chris Hooker, a popular football player who Sarah meets at lunch on her first day of school. The 

coven intercepts Sarah when she goes to watch Chris practice later that afternoon, appearing 

there to warn her and also to convince her to join their coven. Nancy says, in an 

uncharacteristically soft tone, that “he comes on to anything with tits. [. . .] I speak from personal 

experience.” The moment alludes to her own scarring sexual experience with Chris prior to the 

diegesis, although the plot is never quite clear on what transpired between the two. Bonnie, who 

Emily Chandler notes is well aware of her nonnormative body in this moment, replies, “Except 

me.”14 Chris and Sarah’s earlier lunchtime conversation validates Nancy’s and Bonnie’s claims 

and serves as evidence of the discursive power he wields in regard to the young women’s 

sexualized bodies. As he surveilles the three girls from across the lunch tables, he whispers to 

Sarah, “You see the one on the right? She’s a major slut. I don’t know from experience or 

                                                        
13Benshoff, “The Monster and the Homosexual,” 128. 

14 Emily Chandler, “‘Loving and Cruel, All at the Same Time’: Girlhood Identity in The Craft,” 

Girlhood Studies 9, no. 2 (January 1, 2016): 112, https://doi.org/10.3167/ghs.2016.090213. 
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anything, but— And the one in the middle, she’s got burn scars all over her body. I haven’t seen 

them, but friends of mine have.” He chooses in this moment not to use Nancy or Bonnie’s names 

respectively, belittling their subjectivity, while also employing language to diminish the value of 

their bodies in terms of sexual desirability. Chris does not comment on Rochelle, her blackness 

in the racist environment of the school making her not less valuable but valueless. When the 

white, middle-class Bonnie’s spell erases the bodily markings that devalue her, her male peers 

find her attractive once more; Rochelle’s blackness is an essential part of her, and so her body 

remains marked as sexually undesirable. Unfortunately, Sarah doesn’t listen to the other young 

women’s warnings and accepts Chris’s offer to go on a date. Subsequently, she too becomes the 

victim of his language when he spreads a false rumor that the two had (bad) sex. His discourse is 

part of a patriarchal power structure that disempowers these women through its evaluation of 

them as sexual objects. 

Initially the girls’ individuality solidifies the coven, given that their uniqueness is what 

marks them as other in their hegemonic environment. But over the course of the film Nancy and 

Sarah evolve into an antagonist/protagonist pairing, who represent queerness and adherence to 

heteronormative femininity, respectively. Throughout the film, wardrobe, hair, and makeup sets 

the two apart, with Nancy wearing goth clothing, heavy eyeliner, and dyed black hair, while 

Sarah’s clothing is light in color and traditionally feminine, and her makeup is meant to appear 

natural (see Figure 3.1).15 Sarah hides her abjection, pulling her sleeves down to disguise the 

                                                        
15 Yet the hair and makeup team spent two hours more each day on Robin Tunney (Sarah) than 

on Fairuza Balk’s (Nancy); having just come from Empire Records (Allan Moyle, 1995), for 

which Tunney shaved her head, Sarah’s characterization required a wig be painstakingly applied. 

This fact of production underscores the performative aspect of Sarah’s “natural” feminine 
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scars from her suicide attempt, whereas Nancy flaunts her monstrosity, loudly remarking on her 

menstrual period in the hallway. Class positionality similarly distinguishes the two girls, with 

Sarah living in a large, gated mansion with her father and stepmother, while Nancy resides in a 

mobile home with her alcoholic mother and pedophilic stepfather. Nancy’s working-class 

identity queers the upper-middle-class norms of the private Catholic school while Sarah’s 

socioeconomic status conforms to class expectations. Recalling the character types of the erotic 

thriller, we can see Nancy as a femme fatale. Avarice drives her to cast a spell so that she’s no 

longer “white trash,” in Rochelle’s words, and vindictiveness ultimately drives her to murder 

Chris. Recalling Linda Ruth Williams’ genre study of erotic thrillers, the femme fatale almost 

always involves herself in a lesbian sex scene at some point in a film, suggesting a kind of 

implicit queerness attached to Nancy’s characterization, although the camera does not eroticize 

her as we might expect and she never expresses or indicates romantic interest in any of her 

female friends.16 Yet she is fiercely loyal to the homosociality of the group and is not interested 

in pursuing a normative heterosexual relationship. In fact, her spell depends on unsettling 

marriage, as the death of her stepfather results in her mother’s inheritance, which allows them to 

move out of their mobile home and into an apartment. Conversely, Sarah serves as the good-yet-

bad girl, clinging to a desire for a heteronormative romantic relationship; she casts a love spell, 

placing her on the sanctioned trajectory toward monogamy. Like Nancy, Sarah’s body is marked 

as nonnormative, not through clothing but through her scars, which indicates her mental distress, 

                                                        
appearance. Samantha Highfill, “We Are the Weirdos, Mister: An Oral History of ‘The Craft,’” 

Entertainment Weekly, October 17, 2017, https://ew.com/movies/2017/10/17/the-craft-oral-

history/. 

16 Williams, The Erotic Thriller in Contemporary Cinema, 12–13. 
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but there’s a hidden quality to Sarah’s markings; they require a close examination of her body. 

The conclusion underscores the two young women’s dichotomous nature. Sarah has returned to 

the domestic fold of her father, bringing in shopping bags to her mansion, once more conforming 

to upper-middle-class consumerist expectations. Meanwhile, Nancy’s ultimate incarceration in 

an asylum at the film’s conclusion affirms her queerness; there’s no room for the queer, feminist 

potential of the monstrous-feminine in the patriarchal, homophobic system, so she must be 

contained.  

 

 

Figure 3.1. From left to right, Bonnie and Nancy are clad in goth clothing while Rochelle 

and Sarah wear more traditionally feminine apparel (Columbia Pictures, 1996). 

 

Despite their supposed opposition to one another, Sarah and Nancy have the shared 

experience of being victims of heterosexual violence. While the final standoff between Sarah and 
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Nancy is read by many as the film’s climax, I instead suggest that the horrific impact of The 

Craft—especially for the teenage girl to whom the movie was marketed—centers on Sarah’s 

near rape. Attending to this moment versus the conclusion reveals the liberatory potential of 

queer monstrous-femininity. As the coven’s powers increase, Sarah begins to believe the other 

three girls are abusing their magic. She begins to withdraw from the coven and from her use of 

witchcraft, returning to normativity after her brief foray into queerness. After retreating from the 

homosocial group, she finally agrees to go on a date with Chris; while Sarah’s love spell initially 

seemed driven by her desire to embarrass the teenage boy the way he embarrassed her when he 

spread the rumor, she now seems interested in perusing a relationship. But her spell results in 

Chris’s lustful, raw passion, rather than a genuine connection. “I can’t think, I just feel,” Chris 

tells Sarah when she asks him why he loves her. His explanation serves to both characterize the 

assault that’s about to follow as a result of her spell and as passion rather than violence. Put 

another way, male adoration and female monstrosity are to blame for the near-rape, rather than 

male aggression and patriarchy’s assumed power over female bodies. He begins to touch her and 

attempt to have sex with her, but she tells him to stop.17 Chris ignores Sarah’s pleas, she flees, he 

chases her, and he forces her to the ground. The camera positions us in Sarah’s point of view as 

                                                        
17 Several reviewers misread Sarah as a “chastity” poster girl, but nowhere in the film is it 

implied that she is abstinent. (See, for example, Rita Kempley, “‘The Craft’: Poor Little Witch 

Girls,” The Washington Post, May 3, 1996, sec. Style.) Instead, I read Sarah’s decision to not 

have sex with Chris in this moment as representative to the 1990s ethos of sexual patience, 

described in a Kaiser Family Foundation report as “waiting until a relationship matures and both 

people are equally ready to engage in sex.” See Dale Kunkel et al., “Sex on TV: Content and 

Context” (The Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation, February 1999), 30.  
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Chris towers over her/us, pinning her body down while she screams and struggles (see Figure 

3.2). We hear him undoing his belt, signaling his goal of penetrative rape. But Sarah is a 

powerful witch—surely she won’t be a victim? While she does manage to escape, she does so 

not by magic but instead by a self-defense knee to the teenage boy’s groin. The moment is at 

once empowering for teen girl viewers, acknowledging their own ability to fend off a would-be 

assailant, while also confusing: Why didn’t she just use her powers against him? The film does 

not neatly resolve this question, but by positioning Sarah’s love spell as the cause of the assault, 

we come to interpret magic—enabled by the queer grouping of the monstrous-feminine—as the 

root of distress. The scene at once acknowledges a real-life fear of everyday teenage girls that 

links sex to violence, power, and danger—predicting Sidney’s arc in Scream, released seven 

months after The Craft—while also positioning the risk of rape as Sarah’s fault and absolving her 

assailant of responsibility. Sarah does not seem to grapple with the fact that she casts the spell 

because of societal expectations that sexual maturity vector toward heterosexual coupling and 

because of Chris’s earlier discursive violence.  
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Figure 3.2. The camera inhabits Sarah’s point of view as Chris attempts to rape her 

(Columbia Pictures, 1996). 

 

When Sarah flees from Chris, she runs to Rochelle’s house, abandoning for a moment her 

decision to withdraw from the coven. Queerness and monstrosity in the form of witchcraft serve 

as the escape from patriarchal rape culture. Sarah tearfully recounts what happened to the girls, 

once more absolving Chris of responsibility, saying, “[His eyes] seemed empty, like it wasn’t 

even him.” Nancy’s response to Sarah once more juxtaposes the two girls. While Sarah responds 

with self-defense and forgiveness, Nancy is angry and chooses to go on the offensive. Rather 

than blaming the monstrous-feminine as Sarah does, Nancy positions Chris as at fault for the 

assault. What follows is a date-rape scene that positions Nancy in the role of the typically male 

aggressor. She finds Chris at a party, where he is heavily intoxicated. She tricks him up to the 

bedroom by implying that Sarah is with her. She pushes him to the bed and then mounts his 

inebriated body. When he pushes her off of him, she crouches into a ball on the floor in a posture 
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of posttraumatic stress. We recall Nancy’s earlier allusion to a previous sexual encounter with 

Chris, when she initially warned Sarah about him; her reaction suggests that he assaulted her, 

perhaps even raped her like he attempted to rape Sarah. But, in the next moment, does Nancy 

decide to glamor herself so that she looks like Sarah and continue to seduce Chris. The moment 

is implausible and also unnecessary, as shortly thereafter Sarah arrives, Nancy reveals her true 

self, and then Nancy proceeds to kill Chris. It does not make sense with Nancy’s motive to 

avenge her female friend, as Sarah seems hurt by the glamor. And it does not follow from 

Nancy’s initial posttraumatic response, which was to recoil away from Chris; if she was going to 

kill him anyway, why would she have once more allowed him to touch her before doing so? 

While the glamor and subsequent revelation are illogical both in terms of Nancy’s queerness and 

The Craft as a feminist text, the moment does make sense with male anxieties regarding the 

monstrous-feminine and her dual personality. Nancy is a duplicitous femme fatale lurking 

beneath the veneer of Sarah’s normative exterior. The incoherence of this moment and the 

moralizing dénouement that follows reveals the film’s competing agendas. Throughout, Nancy is 

depicted as a queer monstrous-feminine hero; the dominant heteronormative culture must render 

her uninterpretable as such by repositioning her as villain.  

Unlike the intercredits sequence in Wild Things that prevents us from overlooking the 

film’s moralizing conclusion, The Craft leaves openings for and in fact invites viewers to read 

against the grain of its conservative ending. Before even screening the film, paratext prepared 

viewers for this liberatory interpretation.18 In the theatrical trailer, The Craft’s tagline was 

                                                        
18 Jonathan Gray’s argument regarding paratext frames this analysis. He describes a paratext as 

both “distinct from” and “intrinsically part of” the media text: “Paratexts are not simply add-ons, 

spinoffs, and also-rans: they create texts, they manage them, and they fill them with many of the 
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“Exorcise Your Rites,” marketing to a Girl Power generation at the same time that feminist ideas 

articulated by Bikini Kill and other underground riot grrls began to percolate in the mainstream 

as the Spice Girls rose to prominence.19 (The tagline also, however, bears a conservative 

message; we might read it as a literal to teenage girls to give up their rights.) Additionally 

preparing us to read Nancy as hero, the trailer features her/Fairuza Balk just as frequently if not 

more than it does Sarah/Robin Tunney, offering her the final line: “We are the weirdos mister.” 

The theatrical poster, too, positions Balk slightly ahead of Tunney—although the four girls are 

on relatively the same plane—and gives her first billing. A contemporary review for 

Entertainment Weekly indicates this confusion between the film’s moralizing ending that 

characterizes Nancy as the villain, and the extradiegetic as well as diegetic messaging that 

characterizes her as the hero:  

Fairuza Balk suggests a Molly Ringwald who grew up with riot grrrls as role models. 

Short but fierce, with milky skin, glittering eyes, and a flash-of-gums smile that’s as 

freaky as it is lewd, Balk plays a witch-bitch punk with a ferocity that’s too genuine to be 

camp. As long as she and her friends are casting spells, turning a rude jock into a slave or 

                                                        
meanings that we associate with them.”  Jonathan Gray, Show Sold Separately: Promos, 

Spoilers, and Other Media Paratexts (New York: New York University Press, 2010), 6, 

http://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/georgetown/detail.action?docID=865489. 

19 In particular, Bikini Kill’s “Rebel Girl” from the album Pussy Whipped (1993) speaks to The 

Craft’s ethos of queerness and female homosociality. For more on the concomitant events of the 

mid- to late-1990s around Girl Culture and Girl Power, see Karlyn, Unruly Girls, Unrepentant 

Mothers, 2. 
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making a racist princess lose her beautiful corn-silk hair, The Craft should please teenage 

girls at malls everywhere. But the film ends up descending into moralizing blahness.20  

The reviewer doesn’t mention Sarah’s or Robin Tunney’s name and characterizes Nancy as 

admirably fierce. At the same time, he suggests that her fierceness and deviation from normative 

femininity sets her up as a role model to teenage girls, the same demographic that a generation 

earlier would have admired Molly Ringwald. The reviewer oddly describes her as “lewd”—that 

is, as sexually offensive—but seems to applaud that lewdness as something teenage women will 

be “pleased” by. While we shouldn’t overestimate the importance of a single critic, it is 

markedly of interest that in a national magazine with a wide readership during a sexually 

conservative time, this reviewer assumes and even sanctions female adolescent identification 

with Nancy, with the monstrous-feminine. Mirroring the uncertain characterization of the neo–

Final Girl as both active and passive, Nancy offers the film’s audience liberation from their 

disempowerment even if that characterization requires her to be contained by the film’s 

conclusion.  

Despite the film’s successful theatrical release, however, few additional supernatural 

films oriented toward female audiences found their way to US theaters. Instead, The WB 

television became the primary home for supernatural storylines directed at young women, with 

Buffy the Vampire Slayer premiering on the network on March 10, 1997, nearly one year after 

The Craft’s release. Charmed followed shortly thereafter, premiering on October 7, 1998, even 

lifting its theme song from The Craft’s soundtrack. Meanwhile, young female theatergoers 

turned their attention to neoslashers. When Scream came out three months later, audiences would 

have immediately noted the two main stars from The Craft, with Neve Campbell starring as both 

                                                        
20 Owen Gleiberman, “The Craft,” Entertainment Weekly, May 10, 1996. 
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Sidney and Bonnie, and Steve Ulrich as both Billy and Chris. Whereas The Craft grossed $55.7 

million, Scream’s box office sales ultimately totaled $173 million. At least in terms of earnings 

and the number of films that followed Scream in the neoslasher cycle, the story of a victim–hero 

was more welcomed than that of “a witch-bitch punk,” the queer monstrous-feminine. 

 

Containing the Queerness of Female Monsters in Male-Oriented Films. While The Craft and 

supernatural television series depicted the liberatory potential of the monstrous-feminine for 

female fans, the second formula solicited adolescent male viewers, a demographic that was 

largely ignored by the other teen horror cycles of the moment.21 This supernatural cycle 

emphasizes a teenage male protagonist who, as in The Craft, is an outsider from the predominant 

culture, not wanting or not able to conform. He encounters the monstrous-feminine over the 

course of the film and is shocked by the revelation that the beautiful, blonde teenage girl’s body 

has hidden its true, abject form; even though the girl’s body is hiding something monstrous, it is 

nevertheless eroticized for the male gaze. Creed notes the abject’s power to evoke both pleasure 

and disgust, as does Kristeva who writes, “Devotees of the abject, she as well as he, do not cease 

looking, within what flows from the other’s ‘innermost being,’ for the desirable and terrifying, 

nourishing and murderous, fascinating and abject inside.”22 Even after she reveals her true, 

unclean monstrosity, the male protagonist continues to stare at her. This dialectical tug between 

fascination and fear when faced with sexual difference plays on teen horror of the era’s overall 

                                                        
21  The Final Destination (James Wong, 2000) franchise was also primarily interested in teenage 

male subjectivities but represents a distinct semantic and syntactic shift from the 1990s teen 

horror cycles. 

22 Kristeva, Powers of Horror, 54. 
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pleasure–danger syntax, while offering the monstrous-feminine an escape from certain death 

only if she somehow gives up her monstrosity. In order to contain the queer potentiality of the 

monstrous-feminine queerness, the teenage boy must “rescue” the young woman and locate her 

in a marriage plot. In the following pages I interrogate the cycle’s depiction of the monstrous-

feminine as a way of understanding presumed heterosexual male anxieties, directed at the 

sexually maturing female body and the risk queerness poses to patriarchal power. 

An American Werewolf in Paris was perhaps the first film in the cycle, although its being 

a sequel to An American Werewolf in London (John Landis, 1981) complicates its historical 

position. The film follows three male American college students on a trip across Europe.23 

Everything is going fine for the homogenously white, male, upper-middle-class, and 

heterosexual group until protagonist Andy meets Serafine, a beautiful Parisian teenage girl. His 

friends dare Andy to have sex with Serafine, and he subsequently pursues her. In the process, 

Serafine’s male guardian lures the group into a nightclub, where a French werewolf gang kills 

one of the boys, kidnaps another, and infects Andy with the werewolf curse. When Andy wakes, 

he’s strapped to Serafine’s bed, exactly where he’d wanted to be, but the morning-after sequence 

is all wrong. Andy is mounted by Serafine, who takes off her shirt and allows him to massage her 

breasts so that he might “relax.” Tanya Kryzwinska describes the ideal sexual body, which 

                                                        
23 The characters in the film seem perhaps too old for this to classify this as a “teen movie” but as 

noted in the neoslasher chapter, the greater teen horror cycle featured stories from both high 

school and college. Further solidifying the film’s place in the late 1990s teen horror 

conversation, the back cover of the DVD jacket declares, “This hip, edgy thriller—in the 

electrifying tradition of Scream, Scream 2, and From Dusk Til Dawn—delivers a howling good 

time with a hot young cast of stars!”  
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arrests the gaze and elicits erotic desire, as “golden, glowing, . . . shot through filters and 

gauze”24; her description exactly characterizes Serafine’s body in this scene, the soft light 

maximizing her attractiveness. Yet Andy’s realization that he is hallucinating distorts this 

idealism. What appeared to be arousing is now simply comedic, as Andy massages the air while 

the real Serafine walks in. The same sequence begins to play, but this time as she lifts her shirt to 

reveal her breasts, her torso transmutes into a werewolf’s (see Figure 3.3). This repetition allows 

the bedroom scene to at once offer viewers an arousing sex object in the form of Delpy’s 

toplessness and also disgusting and frightening them with her hairy torso. Andy’s response to her 

body, with Andy serving as avatar for the viewer, indicates the simultaneous pleasure and horror 

at this juxtaposition (see Figure 3.4). Gasping open-mouthed in bed with Serafine on top of him, 

he might just as readily seem in a state of orgasm as he does in a state of pain. As Linda 

Williams notes, citing Bazin’s characterization of violence and sex in classical Hollywood, the 

French term for orgasm “petite mort [little death] links the involuntary shudder of pleasure to the 

involuntary shudder of death—both are spasms of the ecstatic body ‘beside itself.’”25 Unlike teen 

erotic thrillers or neoslashers, the supernatural cycle does not hesitate to show female nudity in 

order to stimulate its viewer, making the revelation of the young woman’s monstrosity even 

more disturbing. Like Andy, the teenage male viewer does not penetrate the female sexual 

object—Serafine’s underwear remain on throughout the entire sequence—but the moment is still 

able to both gratify and horrify him by proxy in order to link his experience of arousal to the 

possibility of death at the hands of the monstrous-feminine. 

 

                                                        
24 Krzywinska, Sex and the Cinema, 35. 

25 Williams, Screening Sex, 65. 
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Figure 3.3. Serafine’s werewolf torso (Buena Vista Pictures, 1997). 

 

 

Figure 3.4. Andy’s orgasmically terrified reaction to Serafine (Buena Vista Pictures, 1997). 
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The male protagonist has two options for overcoming his simultaneous fascination and 

fear with a female monster: He might investigate and subsequently imprison or murder her, or he 

might rescue her. But in order to be rescued, she must give up her monstrosity and return to an 

acceptable feminine state that no longer disrupts the symbolic paternal order. In An American 

Werewolf in Paris, Serafine is condemned to containment. In the film’s conclusion, Andy 

surprisingly—given that he’s depicted as an inept buffoon throughout—succeeds at killing the 

werewolf sire, thereby relieving he and Serafine from the curse. The implausibility of the rescue 

is heightened by the fact that in order to save himself from the police who are on his tail, so to 

speak, he abandons her dying in a cave just ten minutes before the credits role. After the rescue, 

a title card flashes that reads “Several Full Moons Later,” followed by a wedding sequence even 

more inconceivable than the rescue: Just a few months after their meeting, college-aged Andy 

has convinced a foreign teenage girl to immigrate to America with him and then get married 

(while bungee jumping off of the Statue of Liberty). While this moment would be easy to 

dismiss as the irrational conclusion to an irrational film, it is the ideal conclusion to abstinence-

only sex education. Marriage plots continue to recur across the cycle, indicating their greater 

significance to the cultural moment in which heterosexual monogamy and marriage was lauded 

as the only possibility for avoiding the negative secondary effects of sex—that is, the mundane 

monstrosity of a diseased or impregnated adolescent female body. 26 The films thus serve as a 

training ground for teenage boys to see this period of transition in their life as a both pleasurable 

and terrifying phase that will end well so long as it ends in a final heterosexual coupling, as 

                                                        
26 Only one actual instance of procreative sex occurs across the cycle, in an alternate ending to 

An American Werewolf in Paris. christhegeek517, An American Werewolf in Paris Alternate 

Ending, YouTube video, 2015, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c8GpWMzFE3g. 
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happens in An American Werewolf in Paris as well as Disturbing Behavior (David Nutter, 1998), 

The Faculty (Robert Rodriguez, 1998), and Idle Hands (Rodman Flender, 1999).27 

The monstrous-feminine does have another option: She might remain monstrous. While 

this option results in her death or confinement, it gestures toward the queer potential of her 

empowerment outside of heterosexual monogamy or marriage. While marriage and monogamy is 

the predominant conclusion for the male-oriented formula, The Faculty concludes with the 

destruction of the monstrous-feminine. Set in rural Ohio, the film follows a group of teenagers as 

they fight off an invasion of their high school when first their teachers and then their fellow 

students are invaded by an alien creature, a worm-like bug that slithers into any orifice it can 

find. In an homage to The Breakfast Club, each of the teens comes from a different clique: 

Delilah is the popular girl, Zeke is the delinquent, Casey is the nerd, Stan is the jock, and Stokely 

is the rebel girl.28 There is also the group-less new girl, Marybeth Hutchinson. The film provides 

the clearest pragmatic link to the neoslasher; it was produced and distributed by Dimension 

Films, the same studio responsible for the Scream franchise, and Kevin Williamson authored the 

screenplay. Like Scream, it was anchored in hybridity, at once a horror film; a school film, 

                                                        
27 As noted in Chapter 2, the neoslasher I Still Know What You Did Last Summer also ends in 

Ray and Julie’s marriage, although the sequence is followed by Julie’s death and seems to, if 

anything, in fact undercut any connection between safety/survival and marriage. 

28 The film’s paratext emphasized the clique element of The Faculty. “As mind-controlling 

parasites rapidly begin spreading from the faculty to the students’ bodies,” the DVD jacket reads, 

“it’s ultimately up to the few who are left—an unlikely collection of loners, leaders, nerds and 

jocks—to save the world from alien domination!” These character types align with Timothy 

Shary’s reading. See Shary, Generation Multiplex, 197. 
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focused on the socialization process that occurs on campus; and a comedy.29 And Williamson’s 

screenplay offered its hallmark self-referentiality, with the characters name calling the science 

fiction texts with which it engages, such as Jack Finney’s 1955 novel Invasion of the Body 

Snatchers and The X-Files (Fox, 1993–2002). While others have pointed out that The Faculty 

emphasizes myriad teenage anxieties—including high social ostracization, fear of authority, peer 

pressure, drug use, and parental relationships—I suggest that it fixates on the monstrous-

feminine as the ultimate site of distress. Whereas male sexuality is the cause of fear in The Craft, 

female sexuality serves as the cite of anxiety in The Faculty: The “queen” alien responsible for 

spreading the mind-controlling parasite turns out to be new girl Marybeth. Like the other young 

female monsters who populate the cycle, Marybeth is blonde and conventionally attractive; yet 

unlike the other female monsters, she is not only the site of infection but the cause of infection. 

Her monstrous maternal body, as the teens discover when she reveals her true abject alien form, 

has birthed the parasite. 

The alien species with Marybeth as its queen epitomizes the queerness of the monstrous-

feminine. Significantly, the species reproduces asexually, circumventing the need for male–

female penetrative sex, allowing for a future of queer reproductivity outside normative 

heterosexual coupling. At the same time the species reproduces queerly, it also reproduces 

queerness, spreading via undiscerning eroticized contact between infected individuals. For 

example, in one scene of alien reproduction, an assumedly hetero male football player hovers 

over the ear of an opposing team member as the parasite leaves one boy’s mouth to penetrate the 

other’s body. Marybeth’s seductive capabilities are similarly indiscriminate regarding gender. 

Her beautiful human body attracts Zeke, which Marybeth physically reciprocates with a kiss. 

                                                        
29Shary, 30. 
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Marybeth is also interested in Stokely, a female outsider rumored to be a “violent lesbian.” 

“Have you been out long?” Marybeth asks the other girl, clothed in goth apparel similar to 

Nancy’s from The Craft. “I think it’s very impressive and evolved of you.” Stokely explains that 

she’s merely pretending to be a lesbian. This interaction indicates Marybeth’s wholesale 

acceptance of queerness and, through the power of suggestion, introducing Stokely’s queerness 

as a rumor creates the possibility of Stokely’s queerness. It also, perhaps, describes sexuality as 

performative. After all, if one might pretend to be attracted to women, one might also pretend not 

to be attracted to them.  

Over the course of the film, Stokely finds a “love interest” not in Marybeth or another 

young woman, but in the most conventional member of the group, former jock Stan. When 

Marybeth finally reveals her true alien form to Stokely after invading Stan, she says, “Maybe 

[the alien] just bettered who he was, cleared away his confusion. I know you pride yourself on 

being the outsider, Stokely, but aren’t you tired of being something you’re not?” While the 

dominant reading of this scene suggests Marybeth’s message as one of conformity, I propose a 

queer interpretation of her statement. Marybeth is perhaps suggesting that Stokely stop 

pretending to be a lesbian and to instead “please, be one,” a line she utters when Stokely first 

implies she is merely performing same-sex attraction: the monstrous-feminine suggests that 

Stokely work through her confusion and embrace her queerness. In a definition of queer futurity, 

José Esteban Muñoz writes, “Queerness is essentially about the rejection of a here and now and 

an insistence on potentiality or concrete possibility for another world.”30 The queer female-

monster gestures toward future liberation, yet she also exists as a queer subject in the filmic 

                                                        
30 José Esteban Muñoz, Cruising Utopia: The Then and There of Queer Futurity (NYU Press, 

2009), 1. 
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present of a conservative era. In terms of futurity, the spread of the alien species offers a world in 

which queerness would no longer be considered alien, Stokely’s lesbianism would no longer 

mark her as other, and reproduction could occur outside of heterosexuality and marriage. The 

film, however, does not embrace the potential liberation this future might hold nor does it overtly 

acknowledge the women’s diegetic queerness. An invasion at the hands the queer monstrous-

feminine is imagined not as freeing but as “slavery,” the term used by the group to describe the 

state of their teachers and peers. And ultimately Marybeth is punished the potential queer future 

her monstrosity offered is forestalled, when Casey stabs her in the eye with a drug that causes her 

body to wither.  

The queerness of the monstrous-feminine in this cycle also reveals the perpetuation of 

AIDS-phobic assumptions that sexual deviance caused disease.31 Thus while the male gaze is at 

play in the supernatural film, and the eroticization of the female body for the pleasure of male 

viewers is key to linking arousal and fear, surveillance also takes on a clinical function across the 

cycle. After the viewer learns Marybeth is in fact alien, she once more assumes a human female 

body in order to present herself to Zeke (see Figure 3.5). She is damp from a swimming pool, a 

fact that maximizes her attractiveness and further sexualizes her naked body. But also in this 

moment, Zeke’s stares at her with callous removal: What looks like a beautiful, healthy body 

might be carrying the alien infection. The male gaze transmutes into a “clinical gaze,” recalling 

an alleged intent of the concurrent sex-education programs—that is, the avoidance of HIV 

infection and STD transmission. This scrupulous surveillance repeats in various scenes across 

the cycle. In The Forsaken, Nick (Roswell’s Brandon Fehr) removes all of an unconscious girl’s 

                                                        
31See Cindy Patton, Fatal Advice: How Safe-Sex Education Went Wrong (Duke University Press, 

1996). 
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clothing in order to search for bite marks, proof of the vampire infection (see Figure 3.6). And at 

times, the clinical gaze serves as a guise for offering audiences (gratuitous) female nudity, such 

as when in Disturbing Behavior the male protagonist attempts to discern for a very long time 

why a fellow student is unpromptedly removing her clothes. His surveillance perpetuates the 

mythology that the female body is inherently duplicitous. It serves as the teenage boy’s form of 

resistance to the abjection of the monstrous-feminine, the disgusting danger beneath the surface 

of a beautiful teenage girl’s seemingly perfect body. 

 

 

Figure 3.5. The clinical male gaze registers Marybeth’s monstrosity, her alien queerness 

(Dimension Films, 1998). 
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Figure 3.6. The clinical male gaze as Nick examines the female body for signs of infection in 

The Forsaken (Sony Pictures, 2001). 

 

Fear of Conformity and Fascination of Difference. The Forsaken was released on April 28, 

2001, toward the close of the cycle, when the process of ritual/ideological fit might have helped 

massage depictions into a coherent formula. While in some ways the film marks a departure from 

the cycle—for example, it is not (intentionally) comedic—it underscores the significance of 

queerness to supernatural teen films of the period. Movie-trailer editor Sean takes an odd job 

driving a car across the country, from Los Angeles in Miami, so that he can make it to his sister’s 

wedding. But just as he’s getting on the road, he has car trouble. While at the service station, he 

meets vampire hunter Nick. When they run into Megan—the aforementioned female victim of a 

vampire bite—Nick tells Sean about the vampire curse. He describes it as an “infection” and a 

“blood virus,” and explains that you can take a drug to stave off turning into a vampire. He 

describes the drug as “antigens, aminos, proteins” and explains that it was developed by a doctor 
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in the “late 80s, when they were into drug cocktails for HIV.” Nick and Sean are both in an 

infected-but-not-yet-turned state. This explicit connection between a supernatural curse and HIV 

builds on the earlier films’ trope that infection alludes to STDs. But whereas An American 

Werewolf in Paris and The Faculty seek to contain and destroy the queer source of infection, The 

Forsaken is more of a parable of HIV/AIDS survival after the introduction of antiretroviral 

therapy in 1995–1996, which begun HIV’s gradual evolution from a rapidly fatal to chronic 

condition.32 Whereas the queerness of the monstrous-feminine was the cite of abjection in the 

preceding films, this final film in the cycle locates queerness to be the root of the disease.  

 While the queerness of The Faculty and The Craft is inherent, it is also a product of our 

reading against the grain; the dominant reading of The Forsaken is that it is a queer film. The 

casting of Kerr Smith, Johnathan Schaech, and Simon Rex began to construct fans’ interpretation 

of the film as queer, despite filmmaker’s contestations otherwise. Smith was simultaneously 

starring as Jack McPhee on Dawson’s Creek (The WB, 1996–2002), whose characterization 

elicited a moral panic in 1999 when he came out as gay, and had a cameo in 2000’s Broken 

Hearts Club: A Romantic-Comedy (Greg Berlanti), a film about a group of gay friends in West 

Hollywood. Schaech starred as a pansexual drifter in Gregg Arakki’s The Doom Generation. Rex 

was an MTV star who had previously starred in gay pornography. Additionally, Nick and Sean’s 

continued disinterest in the blonde, naked girl who stumbles into their path—even after all three 

are infected—furthers our understanding of the young men’s attraction to one another. A 

contemporaneous review for TVGuide.com alludes to fans’ interpretation of Nick and Sean as 

romantic partners and Schaech and Rex as erotic objects:  

                                                        
32 Palmisano and Vella, “A Brief History of Antiretroviral Therapy of HIV Infection.” 
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In fact, so cozy and concerned for one another’s welfare are [Nick and Sean] that the duo 

tend to ignore Smith’s supposed love interest, [Megan]—who barely has any dialogue in 

the film. Actually, women contribute mainly to the body count in Forsaken, which 

focuses more on hotties like Johnathon Schaech and Simon Rex raising hell, while Smith 

and Fehr exchange winsome glances and lines like, ‘I heard a noise and I was worried 

about you.’33  

The dénouement of The Forsaken reveals that Megan is cured, while the queer couple is still 

plagued by the vampire curse. While we finally get an explicitly queer supernatural story at the 

end of an implicitly queer cycle, the conclusion of the film nonetheless participates in the belief 

that gay men are condemned to HIV/AIDS, and thus in a way confirms regulatory sex-education 

that would purport heterosexual monogamy as the only escape. However, the final sequence 

shows Nick and Sean as a Final Couple, as the two young men drive off together, literally into 

the sunset, and away from Megan and the heterosexual wedding that was Sean’s original impetus 

for travel. They will continue to search for the cure to the curse with which one of them is still 

infected. While the monstrous-feminine might be “rescued” from her abjection, the infection of 

gay men remains incurable; yet, queerness is still the young men’s preferred option.   

Film cycles both reflect and create culture. These depictions of queerness and the monstrous-

feminine both represented and created fears of sexual difference and a queer desire for 

empowerment apart from heterosexual monogamy. Recalling Foucault’s argument that sexuality 

is not repressed but rather regulated and constructed by a series of discourses, the supernatural 

                                                        
33 “Crashdown.Com » Brendan Fehr Leading » TV Guide: The Forsaken’s Gay Subtext?,” 

accessed January 17, 2019, http://crashdown.com/news/2001/05/tv-guide-the-forsakens-gay-

subtext/. 
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cycle was a mediated provocation of adolescents that asked them to simultaneously take pleasure 

in and fear the queerness of monstrous-feminine. Apart from The Forsaken, the bifurcated cycle 

seems to have one consistent formula: A queer female monster surfaces, her monstrosity 

becomes infectious, and in the end that monstrosity is contained. What distinguishes the two 

arms, however, is who their discourse is meant to affect. The Craft is a teenage girl’s cautionary 

tale of her own monstrosity; The Faculty is a teenage boy’s warning against female abjection, her 

body’s ability to deceive.  

But as much as the films warned against the monstrous-feminine and queerness, they 

simultaneously called these things into being. The Craft is admittedly one of my favorite films, 

my fanish appreciation for it initially a challenge in this project. I can’t recall the first time I saw 

the film, but I vividly remember my friends and I watching it at a sleepover in seventh grade. We 

observed the coven play “Light as a Feather, Stiff as a Board,” and we too tried to levitate each 

other using only the combined strength of our minds and index fingers. When I rewatched it in 

advance of writing this chapter, however, I was surprised at the lapses in my memory. I had 

forgotten—or chosen to forget—the regulatory conclusion to the film. It simply wasn’t important 

to my interpretation. Alexis Lothian writes, “The speculative modes of cultural production and 

reception among science fiction media’s feminist fans have taught me much about the queer 

possibilities that emerge from efforts to push back against the pressures of dominant media 

temporalities.”34 Despite the fact that the straight ending adheres closely to that of the numerous 

supernatural films that condemn female-monsters to the status of marriage or murder, more than 

twenty years after its release, The Craft remains a canonical text for the LGBTQ community with 

                                                        
34 Alexis Lothian, Old Futures: Speculative Fiction and Queer Possibility (NYU Press, 2018). 
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public screenings and a widespread fan theory that The Craft is a parable for coming out.35 What 

allows for a redemptive reading of The Craft is the film’s complicated treatment of female 

subjectivity, depiction of a world removed from normative gender roles, and fans’ desires for a 

queer text.  

I agree with Timothy Shary’s argument that a fear of conformity reverberates throughout 

teen horror, particularly given the shared theme across the supernatural cycle, which creates 

heroic protagonists out of outsiders.36 Abstinence-only sex education was at its core not about 

disease or unwanted pregnancy prevention, but rather about conformity—a desire that young 

adults develop a shared mindset that heterosexual marriage was the only possible result of 

maturation. To reiterate the language of the Social Security Act, “a mutually faithful 

monogamous relationship in the context of marriage is the expected standard of human sexual 

activity.”37 The queer monstrous-feminine stands in direct opposition to this normative 

“standard,” and so even when a film presumes to contain her, she becomes a kind of hero. This 

seems obviously true of the female-oriented supernatural cycle, but if Shary is right—and I think 

he is—then she is also the true hero of the male-oriented cycle. Note that in The Faculty, when 

Casey kills Marybeth, thereby eradicating the aliens and a queer future, the teens no longer retain 

the individual qualities that made them special in the first place. Loner Zeke has joined the 

                                                        
35 Andrew Park, “Why The Craft Is Still the Best Halloween Coming Out Movie,” Huffington 

Post (blog), October 16, 2014, https://www.huffingtonpost.com/andrew-park/why-the-craft-is-

still-th_b_5980820.html. 

36 Shary, Generation Multiplex, 197. 

37 Social Security Administration, Social Security Act: Separate Program for Abstinence 

Education. 
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football team and is dating his teacher, nerd Casey is the most popular kid in school and has 

paired off with the head cheerleader, and former-goth Stokely now donnes a feminine lilac 

cardigan as she holds Stan’s hand. If teens fear conformity, then these standardized happy 

endings of monogamy are simply one more element of horror. Without perhaps an awareness of 

it, filmmakers were undercutting the misogyny and homophobia of their films by elevating the 

outsider-status of queerness and of the monstrous-feminine—that is, of the weirdos. The question 

this cycle seems to pose its viewers, without ever offering an answer, is what do you fear more: 

the queerness of sexual difference or the regulatory power of sexual conformity?
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CONCLUSION 
THE COMPLEX SYSTEM OF CYCLE DEVELOPMENT:  

FEMALE BODIES, KEVIN WILLIAMSON, AND SWIMMING POOLS 
 

Stokely looks down in horror as more NOISE comes from above. Then, an ENORMOUS 
SPLASH from the swimming pool. She turns to the pool. The water rocks, but then stills.  

—Draft screenplay of The Faculty by Kevin Williamson1 
 

What industry is safe? Where is a beautiful woman, or any woman, free to walk down the street 
and not be a feast to some asshole’s eyes? I see how men can be. And then you give a man 
power? It’s scary. 

—Skeet Ulrich, commenting in 2017 on allegations against Harvey Weinstein2 
 

 Throughout this project, it’s been challenging not to anthropomorphize cycles. I 

constantly found myself typing a phrase, like, “The cycle moved…” or “The cycle evolved…” 

As I went back to revise, I tried to restructure my sentences so that a human subject would be the 

actor. These revisions were often even vaguer, less helpful in understanding the way a formula 

shifted between two films: “Filmmakers decided…” or “Audience members gravitated 

toward…” To conclude this project, I pause on this “problem” or writing and wonder if it’s not a 

challenge but rather a solution to cycle studies. What if cycles are anthropomorphic? Below I 

borrow from the fields of actor-network-theory (ANT), object-oriented-ontology (OOO), and 

rhetoric to suggest that cycles are best thought of as an ecology. Rather than conceive of cycles 

as having human-like characteristics, I suggest that we consider cycles and the myriad of actors 

that shape them as existing on a flat ontology in a complex system of circular causation. 

                                                        
1 Kevin Williamson, “The Faculty (a.k.a. The Feelers),” January 5, 1998. 

2 Patti Greco, “Skeet Ulrich Went From ’90s Heartthrob to Struggling TV Actor. Now He’s 

Back.,” Cosmopolitan, October 17, 2017, 

https://www.cosmopolitan.com/entertainment/tv/a13030127/skeet-ulrich-riverdale-profile/. 
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 Invoking the above fields allows us to redefine the terms of cycles, as well as genre 

studies. In particular, ANT and OOO free us from the sentence-level problem of 

anthropomorphization. Bruno Latour writes “any thing that does modify a state of affairs by 

making a difference is an actor—or, if no figuration yet, an actant.”3 I suggest that cycles are 

actors that make a difference on genres. They are also systems made up of actors. Actors might 

be human, such as the young cast members that were repeatedly cast throughout the turn-of-the-

millennium teen horror cycles, including Neve Campbell, Sarah Michelle Gellar, Joshua 

Jackson, and Steve Ulrich; or Kevin Williamson, who wrote six screenplays and created a teen 

serial during the era; or Bob Weinstein, who led Dimension Films. They are made up of 

nonhuman actors as well, such as the video rental store boom that allowed teen viewers to 

become well versed in the cycle’s intertextual references; the sex-education curriculum that fueld 

real-life fears of sex and difference; or the swimming pools that recur across the greater teen 

horror of the period.4 Infinitely expanding the definition of possible actors creates another set of 

problems where the old problem existed. For one, how do we decide what things matter more 

than others? Nathaniel Rivers describes the OOO approach as seeing all things, human and 

nonhuman, as existing in a “flat ontology”; each actor has an equal opportunity to act.5 This is 

                                                        
3 Bruno Latour, Reassembling the Social: An Introduction to Actor-Network-Theory (New York: 

Oxford University Press, 2005), 71. 

4 Pool scenes exist in Wild Things, Cruel Intentions, Scream, Urban Legends, I Still Know What 

You Did Last Summer, Valentine, The Faculty 

5 Nathaniel A. Rivers, “Deep Ambivalence and Wild Objects: Toward a Strange Environmental 

Rhetoric,” Rhetoric Society Quarterly 45, no. 5 (October 20, 2015): 420–40, 

https://doi.org/10.1080/02773945.2015.1086491. 
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not a concept that lacks critique—especially in this thesis project, which is interested in systems 

of power that devalue those who exist outside the hegemony. What it allows us to do, however, 

is to see the myriad of forces that contribute to the complex system of hegemonic power, 

including the swimming pools that eroticize the female body over and over again. (Of course, 

here’s yet another discomfort, in which OOO and ANT would compare the already objectified 

teenage female body to a “thing.”) A significant challenge presented by OOO and ANT is that of 

scope: Is any thing not responsible for creating a cycle? Scot Barnett, invoking Graham Harman, 

offers one approach to this challenge when he describes OOO as “the attunement to the reality 

and implications of these objects coming into relation with one another and how those relations 

in turn produce new objects whose depths, like any other object, can never be fully known or 

expressed in language.”6 What OOO offers cycle studies is not a method to account for all of the 

actors that contribute to a cycle, but an awareness of the number of possible actors. Because the 

relations of those objects can “never be fully known,” a OOO approach allows those of us 

studying cycles to forgo the impetus to capture everything and also encourages us to broaden the 

scope of what we interrogate. Because we can never fully account for all the actors, we can never 

account for a root cause of cycle development. In her conception of rhetoric as an ecology, 

Margaret Syverson summarizes this stance in relation to investigating a written text: “Consider 

what agents are involved in constructing the text; what physical, material, or technological 

structures in the environment are integral to its production; what kinds of processes and 

                                                        
6 Scot Barnett, “Toward an Object-Oriented Rhetoric: A Review of Tool-Being: Heidegger and 

the Metaphysics of Objects and Guerrilla Metaphysics: Phenomenology and the Carpentry of 

Things,” Enculturation 7 (2010), http://enculturation.net/toward-an-object-oriented-rhetoric. My 

emphasis. 
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interactions are involved.”7 Put another way, what an ecological approach to cycles affords us is 

to see how various factors collectively cause film cycles to develop, in large and small ways, as 

they act and react to one another; ANT and OOO help us resist the urge to interrogate these 

interactions with a goal of tracing cause and effect, and instead focus on interactions. 

 In her seminal work on film cycles, while Amanda Ann Klein claims to be tracing cause 

and effect, she is in actuality demonstrating the complexity of cycles and their untracability. 

Drawing on Altman’s “Producer’s Game” schematic, which describes a chain of events that 

leads to genre formation, Klein focuses on linear causal relationships between a paradigmatic 

film and the cycle that follows.8 For example, in her discussion of the “torture porn” cycle that 

follows the teen horror cycles I investigate in this thesis, Klein writes,  

This cycle formed for two reasons. First, the box-office numbers for these films were 

high. In 2004, Saw [James Wan, 2004] made $18 million its opening weekend, but its 

2005 sequel made more than $31 million. The next three installments continued to pull in 

a $30 million opening weekend. Second, the torture-porn cycle garnered a lot of attention 

in the press.9 

                                                        
7 Margaret A Syverson, The Wealth of Reality: An Ecology of Composition (Carbondale: 

Southern Illinois University Press, 1999), 37, 

http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&scope=site&db=nlebk&db=nlabk&AN=116

28. 

8 Altman, Film / Genre, 51. 

9 Klein, American Film Cycles, 13. “Torture Porn” is a term for the collective of gruesome films 

that fetishized violence following 9/11, including the Saw franchise, Hostel (Eli Roth, 2005), 
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Following these “two reasons,” Klein articulates the social milieu of the era, including America’s 

ongoing post-9/11 anxieties with terrorism, the ongoing war in Iraq, and the images that leaked 

from Abu Ghraib. “Between 2005 and 2009,” Klein writes, “filmmakers flooded the market with 

gruesome images of torture, and this rapid increase in torture-porn films over a short period of 

time led to a critical backlash.” 10 A number of outraged editorials were published regarding a 

billboard for Captivity (Roland Joffé, 2007), which featured gruesome images of star Elisha 

Cuthbert. In describing the cycle’s end, Klein notes that Joss Whedon authored a letter to the 

MPAA regarding the billboard, asking the organization to remove the film’s rating so that it 

couldn’t have a theatrical release. Although Klein posits “pragmatic” linear causation in 

describing cycles beginnings and ends—investigating box office receipts and press response, as I 

have done in this project—she describes a complex system: The cycle formed and unformed 

because of a series of interactions between filmmakers, audience members, and the press, but 

also between the 9/11 terrorist attacks, torture of Abu Ghraib prisoners, New Yorker article that 

revealed the US military’s torture practices, casting of Elisha Cuthbert, person who decided to 

put an image of Elisha Cuthbert being maimed on a billboard, billboard company, Los Angeles 

residents who drove past the billboards on their commute, Joss Whedon, MPAA. . . . Marilyn B. 

Cooper suggests that complexity theory restructures our understanding of “causation as a circular 

process in which an agent’s action perturbs another agent who responds. . . . Circular causation is 

                                                        
Wolf Creek (Greg McLean, 2005), The Devil’s Rejects (Rob Zombie, 2005), and Last House on 

the Left (Dennis Iliadis, 2009). 

10 Klein, 14. 
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a matter of ongoing perturbation and response, not of cause and effect.”11 If we reimagine film 

cycles as complex systems with circular causality—from statements such as Klein’s, “The cycle 

formed for two reasons . . .”—we free ourselves from having to pinpoint unpinpointable ground 

zero of causality and instead allow ourselves to interrogate cycles’ emergence qua emergence.   

 An ecological approach is not new to genre studies, even if we haven’t classified it as 

such. As noted, Klein purports to pinpoint root causes for cycle development but in fact 

acknowledges the numerous human and nonhuman actors at play in cycle development. 

Altman’s conception of ritual/ideological fit emphasizes how genres develop, emergence by 

another name.12 Steve Neale shifts our interest from films themselves to the systems in which 

they operate. Genres are best understood, Neale argues, not as static but as processes, “marked 

fundamentally by difference, variation, and change.”13 Neale’s conception of genre adheres 

almost exactly to a definition of a complex system as “self-organizing: order (and change) results 

from an ongoing process in which a multitude of agents interact frequently and in which the 

results of interactions feed back into the process.”14 Klein, Altman, and Neale expand genre 

theory beyond the text, while also—especially for Klein and Altman—interrogating the content 

of the films themselves. I would suggest that’s because, although unspoken, these studies align 

with ANT and OOO: The films themselves are actors in the process of genres and cycles. 

                                                        
11 Marilyn M. Cooper, “Rhetorical Agency as Emergent and Enacted,” College Composition and 

Communication 62, no. 3 (February 2011): 437. 

12 Altman, Film / Genre. 

13 Stephen Neale, “Questions of Genre,” in Film Genre Reader IV, ed. Barry Keith Grant 

(Austin: University of Texas Press, 2012), 189. 

14 Cooper, “Rhetorical Agency as Emergent and Enacted,” 421. 
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 The preceding interrogation of teen horror at the turn of the millennium reveals a 

complex system of concomitant events that led to the repeated depiction of female sexuality as 

inherently dangerous and potentially queer. While the connections between conservative sex 

legislation and the cycle’s largely conservative depictions of teen sex tempt us to trace a line of 

linear causality, a root cause would only distract us from the pervasiveness of the regulatory 

discourse as a system in which a myriad of actors are emplaced. Cooper writes, “Order is always 

a provisional and temporary achievement, because agents are always doing things that make a 

difference.”15 What the provision order—that is, the patterns that emerged in teen erotic thrillers, 

neoslashers, and supernatural films—suggests is an push and pull between liberation and 

regulation, arousal and fear, individuality and conformity, traditional femininity and neoliberal 

femininity, queerness and heterosexuality, romance and violence, teen sex and death. The 

numerous interactions between dialectical forces in the turn-of-the-millennium teen horror call 

for more attention, more conversations about the implications this period had both in terms of the 

horror genre, as evidence of US culture in the late 1990s, and regarding teen sex and sexuality as 

mediated in film. 

 

                                                        
15 Cooper, 425. 
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APPENDIX: 
FILMOGRAPHY  

 
Note: Made-for-television films are followed by an asterix (*). Films without a US theatrical 

release are followed by a plus sign (+) 

 

Teen Erotic Thrillers 

Poison Ivy (Katt Shea, 1992) 

The Amy Fischer Story (ABC, 1993)* 

The Crush (Alan Shapiro, 1993) 

Lies of the Heart: The Story of Laurie Kellogg (ABC, 1994)* 

She Fought Alone (NBC, 1995)* 

She Cried No (NBC, 1995)* 

The Doom Generation (Gregg Araki, 1995) 

The Babysitter (Guy Ferland, 1995) + 

Poison Ivy II: Lilly (Anne Goursaud, 1996) + 

Fear (James Foley, 1996) 

Freeway (Matthew Bright, 1996) 

Stealing Beauty (Bernardo Bertolucci, 1996) 

The Babysitter's Seduction (Lifetime, 1996)* 

Indecent Seduction (alternatively titled For My Daughter's Honor) (CBS, 1996)* 

No One Would Tell (NBC, 1996)* 

Poison Ivy: The New Seduction (Kurt Voss, 1997) 

The Curve (Dan Rosen, 1998) 

Wild Things (John McNaughton, 1998) 

Wicked (Michael Steinberg, 1998) + 
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Cruel Intentions (Roger Kumble, 1999) 

Teaching Mrs. Tingle (Kevin Williamson, 1999) 

Gossip (Davis Guggenheim, 2000) 

Cruel Intentions 2 (Roger Kumble, 2000) + 

O (Tim Blake Nelson, 2001) 

Swimfan (John Polson, 2002) 

 

Neoslashers 

Scream (Wes Craven, 1996) 

I Know What You Did Last Summer (Jim Gillespie, 1997) 

Scream 2 (Wes Craven, 1997) 

Campfire Tales (Martin Kunert, David Sernel, 1997) + 

I Still Know What You Did Last Summer (Danny Cannon, 1998) 

Urban Legend (Jamie Blanks, 1998) 

Halloween H20 (Steve Miner, 1998) 

If I Die Before I Wake (Brian Katkin, 1998) + 

Strangeland (John Pipelow, 1998) + 

Urban Legends: Final Cut (John Ottman, 2000) 

Scream 3 (Wes Craven, 2000) 

Cherry Falls (Geoffrey Wright, 2000) + 

Scary Movie (Keenan Ivory Wayans, 2000) 

Valentine (Jamie Blanks, 2001) 

Ripper (John Eyres, 2001) + 

Joy Ride (John Dahl, 2001) 
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Teen Supernatural Films 

The Craft (Andrew Fleming, 1996) 

Little Witches (Jane Simpson, 1996) + 

An American Werewolf in Paris (Anthony Waller, 1997) 

Disturbing Behavior (David Nutter, 1998) 

The Faculty (Robert Rodriguez, 1998) 

The Rage: Carrie 2 (Katt Shea, 1999) 

Idle Hands (Rodman Flender, 1999) 

Ginger Snaps (John Fawcett, 2000) + 

Final Destination (James Wong, 2000) 

The Forsaken (J. S. Cardone, 2001) 

Soul Survivors (Stephen Carpenter, 2001) 

 

Other Turn-of-the-Millennium Teen Horror 

Sleepy Hollow (Tim Burton, 1998) 

The Blair Witch Project (Eduardo Sánchez, Daniel Myrick, 1999) 

The Skulls (Rob Cohen, 2000) 

Final Destination (James Wong, 2000) 

Jeepers Creepers (Victor Salva, 2001) 

Cabin Fever (Eli Roth, 2002) 

Elephant (Gus Van Sant, 2002) 

Home Room (Paul F. Ryan, 2002) 
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